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Lr::Robert Burns (front) is 'tlie new appointed 'sh~riH'. of Jackson County. Former Sheriff V/illiamAKi~~;{b;Jt:e~;::;d -
f~...:.hls p~sitiC?n)~csday_night at the ~ackson·county.courthouse in Murphysboro. Kilquist was the sheriff of Jackson County 
·• for 21. years and recommended Burns to.take over his position •. - · ·. : . . · : . ..,.- • • .. , , · •· '. . : . 
.NJ!.W;Jack!i'Qtj~~QµJJty;;'sheriff appOillted· 
,Kilq~is~says Burns i~·be;t ·.has j,~pcied; Bums said. "The talen~ and ~-cdbythedtiun;ofthecounty;To"!_ght. 
•, ,:- . ;. _, , ·. , ~ .. ;. . .. .. -. , .. · experience. of_its employces·?TC first-rate. I look•: }1)U arc about to embark on 2 new chapter. 
dioic'elor rep lacemeni:: 'forward _to continuing th~ legacy of Sheriff Bill~- Kilquist, who formally recommended Bums 
-~ :. ·. '<: : c : • • " . • . Kilqu1st. and look fo~ to· serving Jackson fo: the position, said he honestly could not 
Burke 'Wasson : '.0> . .: . County. I look forw.ud to Joing C\'Cl)trung in think of 2 better choice for new sheriff than his 
Daily Egyptian my power to continue to make Jackson County longtime chief deputy. . 
2 safe place to in-c." ·Some officers try to gain respect just by 
,-;For·the first time in 21 years, Jackson-. · While Burn, spends his first day in office wearing the uniform," Kilquist saict.•Dctecti-.i:-
County has 2 new sheriff. today, longtime Jackson CountyShc:riff\Villiam Bums has earned his respect because of the 
:~ The Jackson County Board ·unanimously. Kilquist walks into his first day of retirement person thath.: is.~ 
appointed Lt. Robert Bums, chief deputy of from the position. Kilquist announced Sept. 15 • Kilquist reminded the county board that as 
the sheriffs department, as the· new sheriff he was retiring from office becausi: of,finan- head of the in\'estigations dnision of the t~l':" 
Tiicso:iy night. · cial =ns and is starting 2 new job \\ith the iffs department, Bums has been insttumental 
... Bums, 49, said he is honored by the board's Illinois Department ofCorrceticns. _ in the effort to obtain convictions for each of 
a~iri.tmcnt and will do his best to maintain "The chapter ofBill Kilquist in the book of the 20 homicides that have occurred in Jackson 
t!i~ _ p~ty the department enjo)-cd under sheriff of Jackson County is about to ccme to an County since 1982 
retiring Sheriff William Kilquist.. end," Kilquist" said. "The success of each sheriff -------------
:~:_:::1~dcr. Sheriff Kilquist, the department ~ · ~'C _to. ~- independently aitiqued 2f!d · See SHERIFF, page 8 




Air t~~ed back. 




.. Unseasonably cool temperarures this 
September forced SIUC srudents, faculty and 
staff to b=k out heavy coats a little earlier_ this 
year- and that's just for indoors. 
"It feds almost like winter,• said Jasmine 
Wintcrt, a clerical assistant for the College of 
. Lt"beral Arts, which is housed in Farier H:ill. 
"We've gone from almost scmmer directly to 
winter: . .. · 
··The Physical Plant Tuesday turned off air 
conditioning to half of campus to fix a leak 
in o·ne of the boilers, but it will be back up by 
· Thursday. . 
Scott Pike, superintendent of building 
maintenance for the Physical Plant, said the 
University lucked out because the breakdown 
in boiler fi\'c occurred at the same time tem-
peratures dropped to more than 15 degrees 
below average. 
Temperatures . Tuesday barely spiked 
over 60 degrees as light rain driizled all over 
Sou.them Illinois, at 2 time when temperatures 
are usually in the rnid-70s. 
P-ikc said hi: hopes to h2\'C the leak fixed and 
the air on Thursday m1,ming or afternoon at 
the latest. According to weather.com, tcmpcn-
turcs shwld hit 70 by the end of the week.. 
•One of the boilers was already down for 
work, so we only had the gas boiler, which 
we can't afford to use to run the big ehillers; 
he said. 
The air was shut down to. the Lcsar Law 
Building, the Communications Building, 
Rehn Hall, Lawson Hall, Life:. Science II and 
Ill, the Agriculture Building, Lirdegrcn Hall, 
Faner Hall, Shryock Auditorium, Allen Hall, 
Parl:inson Laooratory, Anthony Hall, Davies 
Hall, the Recreation Center, the Student 
Center, Ncckers, the Engineering Building, the 
Arena and the Wham Education Building. 
See COOL, page 8 
fOurth Annual AIDS walk to take place this w{!ekend. 
· ·Wissmann.is chairman 
of this year's walk 
Nicole.Sack · 
_Daily Egyptian 
for fightir.g-infections in the body, [· . · , . _ Carbondale .. City . Councilman 
were almost non-existent. A healthy Chris \V'mmann is the. honomy 
person has _2 T-cdl count ofl,100 ·ILLINOIS A1o·s·wl/\LK' chairman of this year's walk., In 
to 1,500; St.Julian had 12~ .. · . - n addition to the walk, a health fair 
While St. Jiiliaii:hung on by a ATURDAY OCTOBER 4TH and. festival will· occur Saturday • 
thread,. :i b=kthrriugh in AIDS from 9 · to ·11 . 2.m .. with food; 
trc2tment occurred. In 1996, the entertainment · and health-related 
Hnhould have been dead years· FDA apprm'Cd the triple combina- information. · . 
ago. .. tion therapy; or •the cocktail; which · · · Those who raise S20 or more will 
When diagnosed with HIV in attacks the disease with three drugs 715 S. Washington St be given a walk T:-:shirt.Those who 
-1987, he was told he only had 18 at once, greatly slowing destruction carbondale, IL 62901 . cannot raise $20 are still strongly 
months to live. But 16 years later, to the immune system. - · · Registe_ .r· Ei:!_rly· at: ' encouraged. to 'attend the C\-cnt to , 
Steven St. Julian is still alive. . . ' Nine years ago, St. Julian was 2 · raise their own AIDS awareness 
.~en St. Julian contracted the . client of thcJackson County Health . - · Newman .Center on and to support the cause. ._ ... · 
_diseas_e, he was in San Francisco_ Department; now he is the ·project Friday October 3 ·,• 2003_ .. • ·. "Th_c walk has' two goals....;. to attending law schooL His life quickly. director· of, the· Southern · Illinois · raise money and to promote 2~ 
d1angcd from worrying alx,:1t pass- - HIV Cons~rtium, which -s=s between 9 am- 11 · am · ness; St. Julian. said. "fa-en if you 
ingtheBarExamtowol'l)ingabout the lo\vcr 15 counties of Southern E DAYOFTHER.A.CE can'tdonatemoney,youcanstillbe 
whidifiicnd's funeralhewou!.:lhavc •Illi· ,·n"Thois.e·· __ di'~~·e· .m_.
2
. de ·m·e _re·"'- : the.'l: as one more body;•one more 
to attend next. Aftci: 2 dark period -= au person to stand up for the cause.~ ; 
of death and sadness in California, '. izc what -was really important in · · · · · · · , , Awuds will be given for t.ie 
St.Julian returned to Carbondale so life," St: Julian said. "It has made · for information call: 618-54~ 9941 ; , individual, pet and teams that raise 
h uldbe mfc ' d d-·-'H ' walkstartsatllamattheNewmanCenter e co co ortc an carcu 1or me realize that you don't miss an .. the most money fo both s~ool and 
hy !tis family. . . . . ·· opportunity to. do, good and_ to !ct, FRANK SoLARo:• - DAILY EGYPTIAN community· categories,. ,.!: '.w,ill :~ 
.,_Spon after, St. Julian began. to people kno:,v you IO\'C them:• · 'at 11 2.~ Saturday at the Newman fund ;for low-income:v indi\-iduals awards for the largest tc.uns. . ' 
.. deteriorate. His weight plummeted St.Julian is now asking others to Center, 715 S. Washington St. The· and .families in Souili:in ·Illinois· According• to ·the .. Ce,nter. of 
70 pounds until he was an emaci- seh:e the opportunity to do good for w:1lk is sponsored by the Southern impacted by HIV and AIDS. · · Disease Control, there" arc. 27,009 
· atcd 119-pound man. He was hold;~- tho~e affected by the Jiseasc. ' . ·.:, .. Illinois Regional Effort for AIDS , • "This is· one vital way to gn-c · reported AIDS cases in ffiin-,is and 
ing on for life; His T~cells, which - The ·, fourth . "annual Southern 'Inc. AU the proceeds benefit the . bs~ckd. to the fOmmunity," St: Julian .• 
~ ?h~ •soli~cr• .~lls · ~po.~i~I~ }llinois ~\I~? w~· \\~ ~ pla~e group's emergency clien: assistance. ~ 
.' "'=' .,.. .:· 
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DUI & TRAFFIC. 
- eersonal Injury 
-*=== ifrec Initial ;consultation on 
!DUI and Personal 
•lttjury Cases. 
TheGill No Attorney Fee I unless you Recover on Personal Injury 
Oaim,;. 
2.'.l!.IS.l..l'\\isllr,c 
Suite B • Gvl.Jo,x llk.·. ll. 
LAW FIRM 
457-4400 
Big "It's AH About The Taste"~ 
B -~ oys 5Watch the Cubs· 
0, · lt.~-C?~9u,;-.Projectio11 ~ Big, ~ D ~.,. , Screen TV's . · 
~ Wing 
Wednesday 




20¢ Wings from 5~7pm 
529-0123 
l 04 W. Jackson, Carbondale 
Monday & Wednesday 11,9 · 
Thurs., Fri .• & ~1. ll-la.m.•Sup. ll-9 
<Bar~& CBif[iards 
w:mnmfJ[ff PTNo Cover~ 
52KeystoneLightPitch~~i, . . -~verr. ·-· .. 
& 50¢Pints 
52 Long Islands 
& Long Beaches ~ 
5 12QRails -
·· ··· ~J Domestic Bottles 
Liv~ . DI & Rails 
517 S. Illinois• On the Strip• 549-STIX 
',.· .. DAtLY Ecwr'rtAN 
NATlONAL NEWS 
California woman's death 
re-ignites abortion pill deb~te 
WALNUT CREEK, Calif. (KR.T) .:.. The death of a 
-_ ~t~7~~ :1m~~!~i«~!~~tW;t~~:~g~1~p;~frt1~~r~~e 
. years after the drug was approved for use in the United 
States. . · 
The Food and Drug Adminis\ration sanctioned RU-486, 
or mifepristone. after a long and contentious political light 
among the country's legions of anti:abortion and abortion 
rights activists. ' · · . · 
Holly Patterson died SepL 17 after taking a sequence 
of RU-486 .:nd its compamon drug misoprostol, h1?r family 
said. . . " 
. gat~e1~ade:;:~ ~~'d°tie(~~·t;so~°:;i~s a~~~e ~f i'.westi~ 
RU-486 induces miscarri~ge b)· working on ilie fining _ . 
of the uterus to end a pregnancy. Days later, the woman···. · ,:ti: :n~~r::!t}o%h:: i~!':;.~ _contr!!:jons to ex~el t~~ 
Pattersot , who was seven Wl'eks pregnant, started the 
abortion procedure SepL 10 at the Planned Parenthood· 
affiliate in Hayward, Calif • 
. It is not dear if she was seen by a nurse practitioner, 
INT.ERNATION AL -NEWS 
Italian blackout amon,g rpany_ 
VENICE, Italy (KRT) - Italians were left in the dark 
early Sunday when an Alpine sto!Tll blew a tree onto :: . 
power l'fron in Switzerland, caus,r:g a maddening domino 
eff'il,: ~~~~! ~:~~~~o~~~ peninsula's worst black-
out which stranded 130,000 passengers aboard 11 o trains 
for hours. The cutage caused traffic jams in major cities 
a~~::':t;~ [~i~:&~t~~ ~~fy~:~eo~~~~~~hi~cy 
~e blackout was the island of Sardinia, where energy is . 
produced locally. ·. · . · 
Some of Italy's northern cities, among them Milan. 
Venice and Turin, regained power shortly after dawn. but 
Rome was still' partially bladced out by dusk Sunday, and 






that at 3 a.m. Sunday a tree knocked out a transmission · 
line that carries electricity from France to Italy over the 
Alps. , 
But why the entire Italian network collapsed within 
NEWS 
which.California law allows, or by a physician. 
D_eficit could adcl up -~~·ss trillion-
. WASHINGTON (KRT) - The Bush administration 
and the Democrats are learning just how tight a fiscal -
straitjacket can be. ·• : · • 
As fiscal year 2003 comes le an end Tuesday, the 
return of massive budget deficits is starting to create politi• 
cal headaches, as Republicans and Democrats debate how 
to PP~~ld~~~u~'!.!~1jriilie to spend an additional '' • 
_:~~~\\~~~~!~ !b~u~f~~:~:;;:;efi~~I~ affe~ -
spending on the United States. · 
Meanwhile, Democratic hopes for more health care, 
~;!f:~:~:e ~~r::f :eddi:_u:;i~nt~~ird;,!JJ:-:i\5J ~:;ts · 
dates who want to repeal Bush's tax cuts are derided as 
tax raisers. . : · . • · 
. ·. Yet those problems· could pale beside long-term -
threats, according to an independent st-Jdy saying that 
budget deficits could add up to $5 trillion over the next 
decade - right as the first baby beamers start to retire, 
putting financial strain on Social.Security and Medicare. 
20 minutes, leaving the nearly 57 million Italians without 
power, remained a mystery,;, · 
Blair sticks by ~~_edsion for war 
BOURNEMOUTH ... England (CNN) - British Prime 
Minister Tony Blair has told his r.:fins Labour Party he 
stands by his decision to go to war with Iraq despite wide-
spr~~:i~~s~~~~~i;~i~~~:;:~~n~!1 °:nf!~sts. 
· ence Tuesday in the southern English coastal resort of 
Bournemouth, as a new NOP poll revealed about 60 Jler• 
cent of Britons believed he lied over the threat posed by 
Iraq. . · · : · · 
In his speech. he made no apologies for the war in 
Iraq, saying the world - and Britain - was now a salet__;_ 
place without Preside11t Saddam Hussein in power.:::::=:::: 
ad::~~~~ t:dJ!i~ i::;:~.n3:e~:U~~t~m~~ 
friends. ·: · · ::---=: 
_. · Blair shrugged off the US.-led coalition's failure to: :· -
find any weapons of mass d'?5truction in Iraq. the all~ed ·: 
threat of which was the U.K. government's main justi!;ca-:;;.:: 





.;;;.F...:ic..;.v_;e;;_' -_;d;;;.;a;;;;.· .... v--=.F...:o:;...;r;;_e;;;_c.:;;.· ;:;;;.a.;;;.s.;:.t ___ ~: A Im an a C . 
Partlydoudy. 
CALENDAR . 






Sunny. 62/41::, ;:_Average high: 75 · · -·-
Partly ~lo~dy 69/44 · •r • Average low: 49 ~ -~ -
Chance of rain 69/48. · '. . Wednesday's hi/low: 93/32: 
Partly cloudy 66/44 -




. : Tarig M. Alkhatim, 24; of Carbondale was arrested a~a'::--= 
; . :::.:;~~th~\g";~~~~f ~n~~gt~~~:.~,ali~s:SJ::iort 
,------------------,:·~ of a license plate and unlawful possession of a title~ 
DAILY EGYPTIAN is pubu.t,ed :.to~d.1y ,t,;,,..gh Frid.y duri~ ': ment at 11 :58 am. Satu~d!'Y at Lot 29. Alkhltim was'Lueii 
lh• fall semcst<r md spring ""'."''en m_d four times • W<<k dun~ '. :~1!:~d~~bo~un,~ !a1_I m Murphysboro, where ~~ ~ 
th• summtr scmntcr acq,t dunng nat1on1:1nd am, wrcks.by th, . , . • .• . • _ -•- . 
1tudcnt1ofS....thcmlllinoi1UnivcrsityatCuboruhlc. •. ··--~ -Mith~ G Rutk 'ki 18: dP tr'ckM'ch IK --:..Jr--: 
Th, 0 :\ILY Ec~l'll,\.'I: b, • fill ind •p,:mg ci;,.,i.~.;; 01 ;; b:th :iAddison, ~e'eachacited fo; und~ra~~ coen~~mp;'::· 
20,000. Cop,cs arc di,tn°'.'ttd on a"'.!".'' •nd '" rhe Cubond.11~ · lion ·01 alcohol at 5:5S p.m. Saturday at the lot 10 tailgate. 
Mwphy<boro, md Cancmllc commumt,cs, Rutkowski and Kern were each released on personal" .: ·a-_ 
Phone: (618) 536-llll SroRTsEorroR: recognizance bonds. ';'.:- . ·. • · • · ;~ ,";'; 
News fax: (6IO) 453·8244 TouoMERalA.,T EU.256 · •· , , .• , 
Ad fax: (618) 453-324B Voia:s Eotrok: - ~chaiy Joseph ScJineider; 19, of Harvard was cited for :~i: 
Eman: editor@siu.edu Klumx\ lll.Rll'1X>Bua EXT 26! underage possession of alcohol at 6:58 p.m. Saturday at •. 
EorroR-r.a-Cu= . l'lroro Eorroit .", .• :~'::i\!~:ir:~~';j_ ~chneider wasreleased on a perso~•.~: 
MtaLULBw.-:-.-u EXT.252 Dl'.llKA.,-ousos , EXT.251 • , · , . . ::.:.:.:.::, 
MA.~AGTSO Eorroll: Gcs.llW.:.L\.WD: Bruce L Behnen, 20, of Chatham was cited for under::._;::_:, 
S.\.,t\.,TIIA Roa,~~ EXT. 253 1.\.-.:cc SIU.Re EXT.2-16 • age possession of alcchol at 10:54 p.m. Saturday in the-· 
Ao,-i:imsr.<e MAMGtR: Ace= Tmr I: 300 block of East Grand Avenue. Behnen was issued a 
&IA.~DA Binn. EXT. 230 . llou.,-TA.-.:Q!J.Ur txr.222 -~-~rb?nda!e City pay-by-mail citation. 
CIA.ISJnto MA.-«GE.R: . Accom,.TA.,T I: 
CrlsmlAl!tl.L\RD EXT.225 DEBBIECL\Y 
Ao l'ltoooc-nos MA.'L\GE.R: • . Amatll'UTISL'SC' Ouurroa: 
N,UllA.'< ND.SOS EXT, 2-4-1 J y BU5II EXT,_ 2l9 
Ntwl Eorroa: .. · ·: =':!~;~ct/CJRCIJL\nos 
KA."mt BRl.'CE EXT. l~9 StlllRI Klwos EXT. llS 
: Keith M. iohnson, 19, of .Chicago was cited for pubiic' Jl,OS-: 
session of alcohol at 2:50 am. Sunday in the 300 block of: 
East Grand Avenue. Johnson wc1s issued a Carbondale City, 
pay-by-mail citation. _ • · ,. : 
M1oo-co~uvm1 SrtClUJST: 
EXT. 258 Kn.t.vnrmtu · EXT. m _ C ()RR EC TI '6 NS 
CAMrus EorroR: Pa.t,TI110P SuPrJU~-n:<ot.,-r: · 
KATIE DA\U tx-r, 255. Br.AXE Mt'IJIOI.LA.'<D EXT;l41 
Snmt.,T l..1rt Eorroo: 
JES.SICA YOR.UIA rxr.271 
lri the Monday, SeriL 29 cutline for a photo that accompa~;' 
--~~1:lt,:~~~~~~!11~~s1le~lifi:rmtribution '?t~o\ . 
In~~ Tuesday, Sept. 30 a~de ~rial of Faith,• the B~k ! 
Ads wa~ misspelled. , . . .· · -~.:_:..; 
· The DMY EGYPTIAN regrets these _errors. 
Readers who spot an error should contact the DAln · , .,; ; 
EGmWi accuracy desk at 531):3311 ext. 253. : 
. The DAILY EGYPTIAN, thestudent-runnewspapcrofSIUC,iscommittcdtobcingatrustedsourccof 




Third year SIU . 
law students 
Justin Hood, Zach 
Vaughn, Soseph 
Rupcich ::and Zach 
Ivens watch the · 
first game of the 
National League 
Series between 
the Chicago Cubs 
and Atlanta Braves 
Tuesday night at 
Pinch Penny Pub. 
The Cubs won 
tome together 
;.:. . ~ .,-. 
to. show .pride. 
... '; . . ~ . ,, 
Pinch Penny Pub, 
swamped ·a~ fans watch 
Cubs, Br~~es , 
on big sc~e~ns , .. 
-~~ the game 4-2, 
'-'t- winning their first 
playoff game·on 




Zack Creglow & Michael Brenner ·: , He h'as known· the·~~~, would be ~I never really e~n. liked_ him when he not only out of force of habit but to even 
Daily Egyptian . in the· playoffs since June 2002. Th:it is was on the Cubs because in '89 in the · '. out the suddenly unbalanced ratio of 
when the Cubs selected USC righthandcr . playoffs he pitched like [crap].•··,· ... :· c ·Cubs fans to Cardinals fans. · 
Matt Alstott had to waste his weekend ··-Mark-Prior as the second overall pick.in·· . The reason he and Alstott both think . ~It's definitely heightened,"_ Bovinctt 
forthe Cubs.••~:,-,: • .. ,_.,._,,,," the draft; KnO\\·ing .of Prior's dominance, the Cubs have a legitimate shot at win-. said of the blue and white on campus 
. Saturday and"Sunday, Alstott, a·law Alstottkncwinvas_onlya·matteroftime.. ningtheseriesistheramereasonAtlanta Tuesday. •1t went from just being hats 
student, wrot~ a 25-pagc paper 19 11:1!!1 • :::A 'few. feet,. from 'him sat Joe· has been ablc'to'be--a mainstay in the cvcry'nowandthcntonow,I'msecingall 
in today just sc:i:he-would be able to go·to l.avccrini. · ; __ playoffs-:- pitching. . : . ·. _ · . kindi of jerseys.•. 
Pinch Penny Pub to watch his bel~v~d on· ··· La\·ceriili was'not an obvious dichard · •Other guys stepped it up,• Lavccrini · Some were fair-weather fans, com-
the big screens.· And of course, ·ro:.have Cubs fan to notice. like Alstott was. He said. "They_ never lost more t.han. four ing ciut of the woodwork only because: 
a beer. ' · · · .:· ~. · .;;,,'::· sat on thc .. stool dressed in mainly black games in a row all year. If you grit a No. 4 the Cubs.had a realistic shot at making 
"I earned :i'•bcer tonight,• Alstott and was stoic. ·· • ,.. in Matt Clement and Albert Pcjds says the World Series for the first time in 95. 
said. . · : . • · : -~I don't own any · Cubs stuff, but that all of the guys on the staff, he has years, and _Tuesday's 4-2 win over the 
Alstott, a· law student"'" from I don'( really .:~vc:ar blue too much,• the best stuff, then you have :o say that Braves can only increase the outspoken 
· _ Springtic:ld, was;donning a Cubs.'jc:r'scy Lavccrini•said. · · . is why. . nature of Cubs fans on campus . 
. and hat with the beer in his hand he fc:lt Despite: the exterior, La\·eerini cor,- •Hitting-wise:, rhey still kind of But many in Cubs jerseys were long-
he deserved. · · ceded he has been waiting for Northsidcrs · suck.".· · time fans who wear the logo every day 
to actuall)' ha\·e the shot at winning the But one fan just wanting some food and have been doing so for decades. 
\Vorld Series. wandered into a crowd of rabid fans he Jason Larso~, a graduate: student in 
"I am :1 Cubs fan all the way, was born didn't expect. political scien~, can recite the Cubs' 
and raised .that way," said Lavc:erini; a. . . • I will gi~ it another ten 'minutes and 1984 . starting lineup and was proudly 
senior in education. "\Vhy not, might as if'.\ scat doesn't open up, I will probably wearing his Cubs colors Tuesday. He said 
well be there." _ lcav.:,• said Jonathon B~ington, a junior he usually wears Cubs colors just about 
Lavc:erini, who usually attends a few · from Bradenburg, Ky. every ,day, thoug~. Tuesday was extra 
Cubs games• at \Vrigley Fic:ld annually, · But all of them agree it is time to end special. But said he _noticed the absence 
was able to go sec them a few·wc:cks back. the insanity and give the Cubs a \Vodd of two specific colors - black and red 
,"•Unlike most of the faithful at Pinch who· Series ring, the first one since 1908.- - more than he did the incrc.ue in Cubs 
will not get any doser,to :Wrigley than "They had Anaheim win it last year," :1pp2rcl. 
Carbondale:, he. has a shot to go sec a Laveerini said. •And the Yankees got 26, •J happened to notice the \Vhite Sox 
. ga_me at the friendly confines. and we got one." fans arc hiding for some reason. I don't 
. "I actually got a buddy who goes to . Thc:anticipatJonofthecrowdatPinch know.why that is," L.~rson said. "The 
, F I ft· AjhEoi;H MER~£R - 0"'c E:vl"T~ANty. '· [the.University oflllinois], and his dad is h~d been buildini; up all day, where Cubs Cardinals fans arc, too." · 
.r'?tn •. e • P a ~u mega ra erm . .... a high roller up north," Lavec:rini said.. jerseys and hats, more so than usual, were 
meml:iers Dan Rakow, ~ike _Dfefke! Dave Cond~n .'. ..• If he has the opportunity to go, the the norm on campm. Cars were seen with 
an~ John Finn react m disappointment when · g-:iine he very well might sec invcilves ex- Cubs flags flyin~ from their Mndows, 
~h1cago ~u~s player Sammy ,Sosa struck ;out.: Cub Greg Maddux, the most dominating and dorm rooms donned Ci,hs gear. 
m the third mnmg. ,:hey gathered at the Pm~_ p_it~~er pf.the 1990.;, versus Mark Prior, This was not lost on Cardinals fans, 
Penny Pub_ Tuesday mght !o. ~atch t~e first game who looks to be the pitcher of'the ni:w including freshman Tony Bovinctt, an 
of the _National League D1v1s1on Senes between . millennium. _ automotive: major from Florissant, Mo. 
the Chicago Cubs and the Atlanta Brave.s. . . . _ ~I hate Greg Maddux," Lavc:crini said. - He was sporting a Cardif!als hat Tuesday 
&_ , . Thursday, October 2nd m=m 
14~ "l'harlie'sAngels: Full Throttlen -•-
Stuclent Center Auditorium - 7 pm · 
Also showing Friday ft Saturday at 7:00 and 9:30 pm 
$2 with Student ID $3 General Public · · 
Ham To Wmn: Frm n, E~a w:c"l'H 
mm . : - ·. M:Ct<e -ltE:Z:SS IJmm 8Ru IDE85 EMfff~IHNING PBODUCEB .. 
THE SIMPSONS. -· 
~EE SHCW! _ Weifnesdav. October15 • 7:30 pm 
Student center Ballrooms · • · 
a ovon!nf witll 
NICKEL .. CREEK 
Thursday, Oct 16 • 8:00 PM 
. Shryock Aodltorlllm . 
Reserved saat Tic lets: 
. -~ $18 SIUC Studaut ir/1D 
. • . $22 General Publlc · ... 
· SlDdDD! Cantarllclat OIIICII . 
PbDDI Orders: 618-453-3493 
Gaoaral Admission Tlclats Also At: 
• Plsza WDltrJ B11cord1, Carboadale 
: • P 11ac'Slln11c,·carbood1l11 • 
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:zcrc:glow@dailyegyptian.com 
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editor@siu.edu 
,,e ~coaodJ~ 
lc2Yf II e11t Le\1t4f 
. ~ . 
\&~~\19eulil& 9 
. a•••.ea• · 
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. Stilderit Cemer Ballroom D 
$3 With Sturfent ID 
: $4 General Pobilc 
· Tickets avallable at 
Student Center Check 
Cashing & Tickets 
· HCMEC~M:trf G ' 
. ecca; · 
tuesdav,october7 .· 
King & Queen Elections · 
, . Frldaioctober1D : . 
. Pep Rally.:: . 





Citizens, council discuss 




Raindrops echoed off Parrish School's roof' : 
as the Carbondale City Council held its town 
meeting with the residents of the north ... est 
and southwest areas of Carbondale .. 
\Vhether or not the unpleasant weather 
or the Chicago Cubs game was a factor, only 
five residents took ad\·antage of the opportu-
nity to voice concerns about their community 
and ask the council questions. 
DAILY &.vvnMI News . .' 
The council and the adience of city 
r:nployces listened to suggestions of how 
to make the area safer and more aestheti-
cally pleasing as well as increase participation 
between the community and the council. 
. . -. .. ANNII: DINTANARO - DAILY EGY,-YIAN 
Dr. Linz Brown, a Carbondale resident, 
a!'proached the podium and asked to sec a 
show of hands of how many people in the 
audience were not affili:ued with the city. 
Fi\·e hands went up and quickly back down 
·again. 
Patty Shay, a resident on Parrish Road since 1982, expresses concern during ·a City Council meeting Tuesday night about 'th~., .. 
increasPd traffic on her street. Before finishing her comments, she asked the CO!Jllcil if her street would ever be repaved •..•. : .. :. 
ule on its website. 
"Maybe we could offer . food, too," 
\Vissmann said. 
Councilman Lance Jack shared his disap-
pointment with the low turnout as well.Jack 
said prior to the meeting, he knocked on 
his neighbors' doors to remind them of the 
meeting. 
· •At night, you can hear people revving up Tayler Drive and Valley R-,ad as an is~~-i ~~. , 
engines," Rick \V:ilker said. "This is not your would like to sec the city solve. . ; h, .... 
typical five miles over the speed lim:t. These •The city cannot leave a subdivision. t_hc .. 
are racing speeds.• way the developer left it; Brown said:· ,', 
\Vhile the couple did not want to create Carbondale resident John Bcnshoff 
an inconvenience, the high speeds'•they also had drainage concerns. According- to ' 
observed made them feuful for the safety of Benshoff, city waccr is running out 'of city -
school children, their children and possibil- limits and collecting in· :in area b'c:hirid · 
ity of property damage. . _ _ his home. He said he is worried abciut.'thc. 
Brown said it would be better for evervone 
if the number of citizens who attend° the 
council meetings could ·.at least equal the 
number of city employees in attendance. None of Jack's neighbors were present. 
"Why we dun't get more people? I 
don't have the answer to that," Jack said. 
"Knocking on doors doesn't seem to work; 
Fcod may be the :1nswer.• 
City Manager Jeff Doherty responded stagn:int\vater possibly becoming a mcis~iiifo"• 
by saying the city will look into ways of breeding ground and safety hazard. ' " '"' '. · 
monitoring the.street and determining traf- Anyone·who would like. to proposc''aii 
fie patterns a:td seeing what action· will have improvement project may suggest it for inclu~ 
to be taken from those studies. sion in the five-year Planning Comnussio!1 
Brown sugge~ted the. problem could be 
a lack of communication' to the community 
about e,·cnts such as this one, specifically the 
inconsistency of scheduling on CityVision, 
Channel 16. · 
"I'm not looking for ways to spend more 
money, but a fixed schedule would help 
to improve ~ommunity announcements," 
Brown said. 
Those citizens that did attend had an 
open floor for their sugge~tions. 
Rick and Eileen \Valker, of Carbondale, 
used the town meeting to bring attention to 
the increased speed of traffic ;m their street. 
The \Valkers, who live on Parrish Lane 
across from Parrish School, have noticed the 
street has become a speedway. 
He also said increased patrols and vis- Capital Improvement Program. The City 
ibility of poiice cars may red~ce the _st~ce.t's. _ Manager's. offjce is expecting proprsals unti_l 
speed. . . , Oct. 10. : 
;Bro\vn requested the city develop a plan 
to improve his subdivisinn,-to keep up prop-
erty v:ilues and maintain the :ippearance of 
the ci~•- Brown cited drainage P!o~lc_ms ·on 
Councilman Chris \Vissmann agreed 
with Brown as he scanned the crowd. 
Rrporln-Nicolt Sad: 
can ht rtachd al 
nsa~k@d:1ilycgypt:1in.com He proposed the city could post a sched-
University assistant professor 
trains journalists abroad 
Ken Fischer travels 





A couple of weeks ago, an SIUC 
professor found himself in front of a 
group of enthusiastic srudcnts who 
were eager to learn, but he h:id to go to 
Nigeria to find them. 
Ken Fischer, assistant professor 
in the Department of R:idio and 
Television, conducted two-day work-
shops for about iO joum:ilists in Abuja 
and Lagos. 
"Ir was something." FISChcr said. 
"It was \'Crf quick, and I didn't really 
get to sec too much of Nigeria, other 
than I got to go to a maikctplxc. The 
whole time there I was wocking pretty 
much." 
F!SCher . taught basic reporting 
skills, including joum:ilism ethics, 
and prmided reporters with primers 
on different sporu that m06t were 
unf:uniliar with. 
-The people at the workshops, 
they were incredibly passionate, and 
they· were just dying for somebody, 
just crav;ng for somebody to just talk 
to about the business and talk about organized how they wen: going to 
training issues,~ he said. go after cm-cring perhaps the biggest 
F" ischer said he h:id to work hard to sporting C\~nt that is eve:- going to -. 
keep the group of Nigerian journalists happen in these people's careers,"-
<pict when he needed to move on to Fischer said. 
new topics. Fischer urged them to get their -
"It was almost like they j~t nccdc?. assignments from their bosses as soon 
SOtr~body to talk tu :nd sh:irc ... they as possible so they would know cx:i.:tly 
needed to s':uc with each other." he what they would be cm~ring. - ~ 
said. Fischer said he encourigcd them. 
The Broadcasting· Organiution to h.&\~ dis;:ussions at the end of the·. 
of Nigcri:i n:quested training to hdp workshops about their big issues and ; '-_.;;.._.;;..;.a;;..""'. _.:;;. __ . --. ....:...._....:.;.-.. ..;..;_:...,  ""'.J::;;us.:i...,c.-.c.:.E.,..~o ... Na'-'--'_ O~A ... •L•Y_.:..._Eoa..,.;..l'Tl.:';-.i" 
sports repo.ters gain in-depth report- ways they could work together. Ken. Fisch_ er .. • (right) . and senior broad cart major. Gwyn· BP.vel 
ing and interview skills in preparation "If we· got them to look ~t these (I f) 'th d ·1 • • ·d h WSIU R' • · 
for the eighth All-Africa Games. • issues and look at the idea of continu- e_ t . go over e. a1 y scnpt ms1 e t e ·.· iver Region 
N' • •u hos he , newsroo .. ,:. :Tuesday afternoon. Fischer, who is cissistant 
igcna WI t t games 10 · ing the dialog, 1 felt for being thcrc professorln_·.·_rad_io_·~television, went to Nigeria and held a two-day· 
October for ti LC first time since l 9i3. only a fC\v days, it was a victory; 
More tl-.an2,000athletesarcc:..:p:ted Fischer said. "But only time will tell .. workshop in Abuja and Lagos for 70 journalists. 
to_ compete in 23 sports, including We1lseehowthcydo." · · th~:urks~~~~tlw:mtthem .. 11111'11'1~ • 
basketball, baseball and swimming. Fischerhaswockcd in thccommu- to be, Fisch~S:lld ... : ~b§tjs-11:m,~r»-i 
But according to F 1SCher; the most nications fi:ld for 20 ye:us in a variety Michcllc Hayes; a scniorin radios 
popular sport in Nigeria is football,or of positions relating to procuction, tcl.-visiori, haswockcdwith Fischer for CARCONDAL..E · 
as Americans knmv it, soccer. . news and animation. He rccci\'cd first two yc:•.Ii - · · • 
Fischer's audience was dr .. wn irom plxc awJ.rds for his documentaries · "[He is a] grut guy; she said. ·1 'walnut Street 
mostly go','Cffiment-0\vnt:d broadcast "Utah's Black Gold" {1982) and . couldn't think of.a!l)'One better to to undergo road 
stations, and the workshops were the . "Baseball: Southwest Style" (1992). rcprcscnt our Universi_ty in Nigeria." . · co·n~ •ction · 
first fomial training .ome h:id C\'Cl' · This is his fourth year :it SIU but This is the second time Fischer has • ::tu u 
rccei\-cd. • . · his first year in. a foll~time faculty wockcd £,rthe IBB;, . 
"The management at these stations pos!rlon. In May 2002, F'ISChcr and two pro-
just has n= made trainir.g a priority," · · · · _,The _ lntcmatmrul · Broadcasting fcssors from Arizona State University 
FISChcr said. · Bu=u of the U.S. State Department conducted worksh~ in . Kosovo· for 
F ISChcr said 0:lC of the things that sponsored the workshops, but F ISchcr f 1VC television stations. . . •. . .. _ ./ ·· · 
stuck to him was our of all the joumal- was the lone conductor. . 
ists, only two h:id been given their . "What's nice about this is that even 
assignments for the games. · though th:govcmmcntis pzying for it, 
-Their supervisors had not )'Ct I'm not told whatto say or whatto do; 
. Rrporrn-Drrw Strvms 
rank rraclxd at 
dstcvcsu@:lailycgyptian.com 
Walnut anJ the area within 500 feet 
of the . street will undergo pavement 
removal and . replacement · beginning 
today at 7 a.m. The repl.:tcem.?nt VI.ill 
last for on~ week unbl 6 pm. Oct. 8. 
lm'.=viduals who take this street are 
encouraged; to take · alternative routes 
unbl the pavemen: replacement is com-
plete. For more infonnation call the City 
ol carbonc.alf! Office at 457-3275. · . · , 
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Heibrier Speaks -.<1.t .ApostQlic Bible discussion. 
-Spea~er shares his faith 
tl}rough expedence~ __ 
Jennifer Rios 
Dailv Egyptian 
; After undergoing an accident tlut dunged· 
his life, Russell Hcibner relics on his religious 
faith to lead a fulfilling life. . · · . 
'.·Heibner ,v;is·oncc a "typical" student }vho· · 
played intr.imur-..l sports in his. free time :ind 
at(ended Jolin A. Logan Community College in 
hopes ofba.-oming a d.x:tor someday. He ne\'cr: 
imagined how dmtically hls.lifc would ch:ingc · 
in ~n instant.· · · · · 
: Due to a ·swimming pool accident in 1997, 
He-oner is now a paraplegic unab!e to w:11k or do 
many of the C\'Cl)'WY things he had alw:iys done · 
effortlessly. He now hopes to help people not as a 
doctor but as ·a Pentecostal missioll:II}', . . 
: Hcibncr spoke at the Apostolic Life: umpus 
l\linistry Bible: study Tuesday night in. Browne 
Au.ditorium with a small audience in attendance.· 
The: dbcussion was a Bible study'and worship 
session welcome to :1'.l of the: rommunity. · 
, The: pastor, Chuck Fritcher, along ,vith. his 
wife, Dianne; a math office mana&U at SIUC, 
ronduct the wcelcly sen ices. The Bible study takes . 
pbcc at 7 p.m. TUCSIUy in the auditorium. This is" 
the second year for the: Bible scmccs, and Fritcher; : 
cit he hopes to sec more students in attcndancc.: i · 
; "We ·at<o hope to sec international students . 
attrnd so tlut they CUl ukc God's word back to. 
their own countries," Fritcher said. 
. DEREK ANDEASOH - DAILY CCYPTIAN ., .Ih.e., group · also offers Bible studi:s "n 
l\lon~}'S and Fridays from 4:30 to 6 p.m. on the 
sca.,nd. floor of :he Student Center. The m«ting 
room varies f= ·"'CCk to week. 
-Russell Heibner lost the use of his legs six years ago while on summe: vai:ation with his family. Since then, he's discovered 
how to use his spirit to' give his life meaning and purpose. Heibner will be speaking at the Apostolic Life Campus Ministry Bible 
discussion at 7 p.m. Tuesdays in Browne Auditorium in the Parkinson Building.· · 
.The m«tin5 !.~ gan with an opening prayer 
as the attendants p,-aycd our loud :~thcr. The 
group-·rontinued with hymns and personal 
testimonies. 
-Mitcli Wellman, a freshman in dcmcntary 
cdiicatioii; spoke about his decision ro. become 
a part' i-f the Pentecostal ministry. He said he is 
!~ing,~9
1 
fa.st, preach and study ,~th the help of 
other Pcntccosttls. . 
Aftci SC\-cral others related aspects of the reli-
gion to d.dr lives, Hciooer prc:scnted a short Bible 
study to the group. He spoke of the power of 
prayer and the importance of pr.iying. Following 
the reading of SC\-cral \'CfSc:S from the Bible, he 
cncour.igcd collcgc ~tudcnts to pray regularly. 
. . 
' • . ' 








· :-~.Pickle Loaf or ·: --• 
COTTO SALAMi . 
16 oz. pkg.-Excludes bee~~~etles 
··pmsbury 
-· WAFFLES -. 
12 oz. pkg.-Homestyle, · 
buttemulk or blueberry 
"Our gcncr.1tion is ,-cry busy," Hci'bncr said..• 
"We do C\-c:rything bu• pr.iy.• 
Russcll's mom, Patricia Hcibncr, was also in 
attc:ndancc. She said she and her son tty to attend 
each wcck1y meeting. 
The: C\-cnt roncludcd with a group prayer 
and more singing and the p,istor c:ncour.igir.g · 
C\:.:ryone to lu,,: faith in the power of hc:aling 
andpr.i)-c:r. ·• . · 
• Russell sits in a whcclchair and still has &ith 
that God heals," Fritcher said. 




 .. - '·' \,· 
~ DINNERS 
11-13 oz. plcg.-Sdected varieties 
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OUR WORD 
No fine ·would 
be enough 
We :ill see them. 
TI1e dri\'ers \\TIO speed down the left lane that, according to the 
sign 100 foet back, \\ill me~ \\ith the right lane in about three 
feet. Of course. they do finally mc:rge- \\ith about a foot to spare 
- but luve to swerve in order to avoid the c:ir that was justly driv-
ing in the right bne. · 
\ Vhat \\e don't always see are the accidents such drivers cause. 
But they happen. 
Construction worker Tina B:ill was struck and killed Sept. 15 
while working as a fu.gger for a project near Chicago. The dri\'cr, 
Thomas Harris, struck and killed B:ill while he was under the influ-
ence and driving \\idiout a license. Unfortunately, t.'us wasn't the 
first time Harris h:id dri\'en drunk. He has been convicted of six 
pmious DUis. 
On the seventh time, he took die life of a mother who lud a 
hush.ind and seven children at home. 
The handwritten signs reminding us to drive \\ith caution tug 
un our hearo every time we see them on die high,\-.ty. Perhaps it 
is because they make us emision J child pla)ing with a Caterpillar 
backhoe pretending to be his or her mom or dad. 
Th= signs ob,iously grab our attention but apparently not 
enough, as construction h:u the second highc,;t worl..-place homicide 
nte in the state. 
Gov. Rod BlagojC\ich i~ propasing large fine increases for any-
one who spt.-eds or drives recklessly near construction sites. His 
proposal would increase the fine a dri,·cr would receive when violat-
ing a pasted speed limit in a work zor.e by $300, making it S500. 
Reckless dri\'ers ,,ill also face a jump in fines. The current fine, 
S250, ,,ill also increase to S500. The proposal also sc:t::.S to fine 
repeat offenders S1,000. · 
To some, thc:;e fines may seem a bit c:xtrc:rne, but there is no 
amount of monc:y that \\ill C\·er bring Tina B:ill back. 
No amount of money ,,ill ever compensate the Ball family for 
its loss. Those children's modic:r will never be: able to attend anoth-
er soccer game or dance recital. She won't C\1:n see her children 
marrv and luve children of their own. 
F~r diese reasons and so m:iny more, maybe: the governor 
should C\·en consider a harsher sentence for the rc:ckl= drivc:rs. 
Maybe they should have to attend the parent-teacher conferences 
of all SC\1:n children, become thc:ir soccer morn or coach their little 
league tcams. l\laybe the Department ofTransport1tion should use 
Ball's children on thos,: signs instead ofBobbi or Abbi. 
While the story of the B:ill family has gotten much attention, it 
is only one story of 32 other construction workers that have died on 
die j«'~ this year. 
According to CBS2Chic;:igo.com, 51-year-old Deborah Wead 
\\-.is holding the uslow do,mw sign when struck by a passing c:ir at 
1:15 a.m. July 29. She died the next night. • 
l\ l:iny of us occasionally drive faster than the speed limit ·:illows, 
but when it comrs to speedii,g through a work zone, where you 
1.-ould potentially kill someone who is doing the public a favor by 
making the roads safer, spcc.-Jing is stupid. Speeding is not as cool 
as it may appear- espcci:illy when it could kill someone just U)ing 
to put food on the table. 
The job of a construction worker is nC\'CJ' done. Tiiey toil day 
and night to get 1 project done as quickly as po5$ible. As we sit 
in our cars waiting for the person holding die sign to let us 
thrc.mgh, we should think about his or her children that may be 
at home pla;ing with Tonka Trucks and bl•ilding blocks. 
Harris w-.is drunk when he struck and killed Ball, but it 
doesn't take alcohol to lose control of a car. All it takes is a lit-
t!e bit of impatience ·and recklessn-:ss to end the life of Bobbi's 
mom or Abbi's dad. 
QUOTE OF THE DAY 
'' 1be beginning is always today.,'. 
To contact the DAILY EGYPTIAN editorial board, call 618-536-331 l ext. 276 
ALEX AYALA - DAILY ECYPTIAN 
GUEST COLUMNIST 
:Rebuttal from a Liberal 
E.G. Hughes 
. Carbondale resident 
methods, as outlined by Chalabi, not reminiscent . 
· of Saddam's brutal methods? The veiy methods···,", 
· President Bush says the United States went to war" 
So by Alex Berezow's guest column -oemocnts to put an end to?w (online c:ditio,1 9-2-03). ..,, : ~," 
on the record; which appe:ued Monday, Mr. Oh,·and what about the economy? The: "Market 
Bcrezowwants to change the tone in politictl dis- Eye• feature of the Washington Times says, -At"·:-
course, and he wants everyone: to stop saying not• just 3.'- percent, nominal growth in GDP is uniisu:.· 
nice thin~ about George Dubya and his policies. ally low: ainong the lowest rates recorded since. the'· 
That's going to be a tough one because as a Second \Vorld Warw (online edition l;-3('-03). '." .. · 
treasonous Liberal, it's my nature to spe:ik c:mdidly. Arid of course, the \Vashington Times had ·to :'; 
Just this once, however, let's stick to the facts, once report the recent story that "the poverty level rose 
we can agree whJt those are. and median household income di1pcd for a second...; 
Let's see. \Ve can't trust CNN because why? )Ur in a row last year, new U.S. Census Bureau 
Because it tells us Iraq is not under U.S. control? data show• (online edition 9-27-03). 
Okay then, let's tum to a "fair and balanced• source· I:'s understandable that Mr. Berezow might 
of news. Let's look at the Washington Times, the w:mt to change the subject to Bill Clinton: 
place where Rush Limb:mgh gets his news, and lc:.t's .· Actually, we all do_ because the last ele, :ed presi-
~ee what they say about the results of Dubya's Jvb . dent of this n:ition brought us eight years of peace 
performance. - · and prosperity, and we miss him. Furthermore, 
The \V::.shington Times describes the Taliban since we're.all adults here, I feel compelled to point 
as •resurgent" in Afghanistan (online edition, our no one ever died from oral sex, but the \Vhite 
8-25-03). A Washington Times editorial sug· House's recent outing of a CIA agent (still ille-
gests Osama is far from disabled, noting, "Osama gal, even under this administntion) may have led 
bin Laden, the world's most wanted terrorist, now directly to the deaths of dozens of openti\"es. 
inspires more confidence than President Bush in· 1 ( The \Vashington Times tells us "the Bush 
Indonesia, Pakistan,Jordan, Morocco and among , \ad1;1inistration is promising to coopc;ate with an 
P.uestinians. The war on Iraq seems to be the prin~ /investigation• into the matter (online i:dicion 9-29-
cipal culprit• (c.nline c:ditiori 6-9-03). · , / OJ). . . ·. . 
The Washington Times said in a commentaiy \Vhat is clear is "happy talk• will nor sa,·e this 
that Dubya's hand-picked succ.:ssor to Sadd,m, · administration from itself. IfB~sh once again fails 
Ahm:id Chalabi, is planning to conduct mass . to be elected in 2004, it won't be because pc:opl.: 
arrests, not only of thousands oflraqis but also of; were mean to him. It will be because (as Ronald 
their "brothers, sons and nerhews•; indeed, any · Rc:igan once tried to say) facts_ ue stubborn things. 
males between the ages of 15 to 50 wiil be subject 
to ~umm2iy arrest. . 
The \Vashington Times asks, ~Are rhese 
Theu '!liews do not nt:marily refle(t 
th1st of the DAILY EGYPTIAN. 
\YI O R D S O VER i-1 EA R D . ~, , .. : ..• 
, ' ' I !~Id all night; :~ing· to move stuff, all night.-And it just didn{,,f: 
hapi:,en .. And in the back of lJlY head I was thinking, 'I ain in the ho.~pirnfr' ·• 
· · 1 am going to get bctte~. I can do this. I am tough.'',, · ·:: · . . ..• 
Mary Woltston~aaft · 
women's rights activist/author 
· . . ·' . . . ~ •11SHII Heibllff 
· , . loimer John A. log•n stude.;. who !oil the uie of Im•~ in a lraglc aiving attideiit; 
· on !lying to oye,come his 1>4ralysis 
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,, COLUMNISTS 
J'he temperature 1n' hell: 
33 _degrees aii(Ialling 
. Old Will Shakesp·eare.would.empathize 
_· ··~· ~.,· •• _.. ~.- , f •• • ~. , ~ .. ~; ~- :.: 
Ah, it is abs~lutely beautiful outside. 
What a shame our blue skies may soon A 
,bc_filling with thost' pesky fl)ing pigs. · • : · • 
; ::.I drove euphorically throug~ _ · . 
Carbondale Saturday night, high on 
s,~ct lictoiy after.the Cubs clenched · ·r'V ,.y 





. ;...'..;;·'"""'1-,.,.;....;'...;I_, • ...,-'•,;..•';.;.•'-------
,• Jhc air was crisp, the night.was '., .BY GRACE PRIDDY 
young and it just felt good to be alive •.. 
,'. ~s I headed farther down Main 
_Street, howe,·er, my high spirits 
.n:c_c_ivcd a jolt. I passed the Methodist 
,C;hurch, where a bright marquee ,. 
loomed out over the darkncssi"YOUR · 
'.OCKET TO HELL; it re:id on the 
sign'for Sunday's sermon. ·:;'.;:· 
~'-..J'drovc on. I passed tpc Baptist 
:Church. "YOU MEANT IT.EOR 
EVIL," its sign read in great, boliHet-
:ti:n(.:Sheesh - what was this? I'm· just 
:tryirig to be happy for a few minutes. 
Whit is \\Tong with that? What did I 
oo!'i\nd !tow do they know? · -· 
. :- ~Jy ~ood was shot. The Cubs' first 
· ~nnant m fourteen years, but who cares? 
.. '.. J'in going to hell. I am C\il, I am 
,horrid and I am destined to spend my 
eternity in a nightmarish dimension 
:surrounded by murderers, thieves and 
most of the characters froni "South . 
Pirk." That"sjust perfect. · 
My question is this: why would 
they write that O'l their signs? I look at 
this two ways. 1) I'm headed for hell. 
So why bother going in there Sunday 
mor::ing and finding out how bad it 
is? 111 have plenty of time during my 
afterlife to decide it sucks. \Vhy spend 
the little sli,·er of time I have on Earth 
hearing about how cr:tppy it's going to 
be when I'm dead? 
Or, 2) Maybe this is a warning that 
if I don"t get myself to that church scr-
. ,ice, 111 wind up in hell. The verdict is 
still out on me. \Veil, let's see."lfthere 
is still a debacle o,·er· my soul, doesn't 
that mean their signs arc already admit-
tedly fallible? 
Enter the message. I better get in· 
there and find out why they know so 
much about me and why they arc sure I 
am going to hell. If I ·don't want to be 
CCll)_q~!Tlned, I ·have to go somewhere I 
alre:i9y resent from their condescending 
aqyc;!'1.i~cmcnt and listen through all of 
th.cir ~caiy warnings anJ then pro(!lis_c 
I will keep attending their semccs as, 
thcy.i:ontinuc to fin~ _new_community 
,-ul~nl~ic8 l@ho1mai1.cQffl 
mcll_!bc~ to te~ri;i; duri~g the ser~ 
mon, ,vcek_,after week, in exchange for 
mysoul. .. · 
· . ~asicall)', in order to save my ·soul 
:from a ~ellish eternity, I h:ivc to sac- · 
rificc by spending this entire lifetime 
!istcning to.how horrible that option is. 
Thanks, but no thanks. 
· If I had driven past these churches 
and seen messages like, "Good for 
you!" o,."\Vc arc so happy when you . 
~lisit us; lwould have been a lot more 
jinclined.to attend. You catch more flies 
j,rith honey than linegar; Instead, iny · 
· first impression froin these farticular 
churches is.that they think am a bad • 
person;:I am clil, and I deserve to be 
punished. So how welcome do you 
think I will feel sitting in a pelV sur- · 
rounded by people who can sec from -. · 
my lisitor's name tag that I am a hell-
bound sinner?_ . 
Peopic arc dnwn to places that 
m:ikc them feel good about themseh·es. 
\Vho needs fire and brimstone? It's no 
wonder that cults arc such a widespread 
phenomenon in America. They're the 
only ones using peace and love as their 
recruiting tactics. Maybe they added 
some poisoned Kool-Aid into.thcfaith 
kctdc down the road, but they were · 
nice at the beginning. Meanwhile, these 
guys aren't even pretending to sec any 
good in people. It's .a wonder there's 
anyone sitting in the pews. . . 
So condemn me if you want. I'm 
much happier left to my own faith. 
Besides, I'm not too worried about the . 
fire and sulfur. If my Cubbies stay on 
this ,rinning streak, I wouldn't be sur-
prised to sec Satan wearing a coat and . 
woolen mittens by the time I get down 
there. 
-Notjwt anotlxr Priddy/a.t apptarut-ny · 
W,dnnday. Gract is_ a smior in archit«turr. 
Htl'. w-.::s do net n«asanly refl«t thou ef 
,I« D.d/LY ECYPTUV. 
Lo,-c, according to the dictiorwy;is a· 
.. strong or passionate affection for a person 
of the nppositc sex,· or a warm personal 
attachment or deep affection for someone. 
Well that just zeros it in,.docs it not? • 
I mean, that clears it up for me. I am 
off to find love now th:it I know what I 
am looking for. The only problem with 
this definition is it describes so many 
· rclationshipj;whcther they arc friendly, 
_ more than friendly or familial. To be .c" 
completely honest, the only reason I am 
writing about this most v:aguc of subjects 
is because it is almost 3 in the morn-
ing, and I just returned from Nashville. 
· No. not the Grand Ole Opty Nashville 
in T ennessec, but our veiy own little 
· .. Nashville right here in Illinois. · 
'. ., , Anyway, I dro\,: up to meet my friend • 
' : _ iu the middle, who now li,i:s in Belleville, : 
. to talk about none other than the subject 
of!O\'t:. He and his girlfriend arc ha,ing 
· some problems, and he needed an car. 
The two love each other but arc in that 
stage of confusion about what IO\,: rcally is 
and where their relationship is going. As 
I listened and added my thoughts, it was 
slowly occurring to me the word love is 
nothing bJt just that. •• a word. . 
After he was feeling better and took 
off for home, I turned the car back 
· tmvard Saluki land, and my mind kept 
wondering about I0\1:. It isn't like I 
ha,,:n't .wondered my whole life along 
,rith the rest of the world about the ever-
elusive and frightfully fleeting lo,-c bug. 
But tonight I thought of some interesting 
new takes on the subject, and if you arc 
still reading this late night collection of 
Pepsi Vanilla-fueled thoughts, then I ,vill 
share them with you. 
I don't think Jo,-c can be based on 
just attr:tction, affection and passion. My 
parents, who divorced J,cforc I made it to 
my teenage wonder years, can vouch for 
th1t I myself can also attest to that, as 
I am sure many;ifnot most, of you can 
.as well; Love is not.measured in \vcalth, 
status, children or :icrcs. It cannot be 
· contained within:: ring or a marriag,: 
license. \Vcdding vows 31": not the poctiy 
of destiny, and good sex is just - good 
sex. All of these things can enhance the 
pleasure oflo,,:, but what is lo,,: rcally? 
Can it truly be described or defined? 
_ Shakespeare tried until his last breath and 
did a fme job, I might add, but he still 
left this world in a state of wonder.' 
By the way, I am not referring to the . 
love of family and friends; I am aiming . 
right at the one that has made all of us 
lose a ton of sleep ••• romantic Im,:. The 
word, or spirit, that has enlightened me 
on so many occasions ~d inspired me to 





. ing: It would be the sami: thing that has · 
frustrated me to the point of sleeplessness 
on many a night and caused me to act like :::~= taste the sole of.my shoc·m~re 
So keeping in good fashion; I will tiy 
my best to describe IO\,: in my words, 
_and maybe you will agree or disagree, but 
if nothing clsc maybe someone will find 
some inspiration from my sleepless ram-
blings. 
Love is g,-nuinc in the sense that no 
matter the outcome in a situation, it will 
remain. l..o\,: is ha,,ing a muse that nC\-:t 
dies, for your pen ~ her alive for all 
time. Lov: is fmding a pair of !:)'CS you 
knO\v so well on a crowded dance floor and 
finding peace in that . 
glance, if only for As I listened and added 
a=nd. l..o\,: is 
laughing together as 
you arc hanging up 
the phone after talk-
ing for hours on end 
. and wc:iring that 
sm:lc to bed until 
)"lll fall asleep. l..o\,: 
is alwa}s fmding the 
my thoughts, it was 
slowly occurring to me 
the word love. is 
nothing but just that ... 
a word. . . 
good things abcut that special someone and 
ignoring the things that would norm:illy 
dm,: you nuts. l..o\,: is singing out loud in 
the car to oldies while you arc dming to 
absolutely nowhere and having more fun 
doing it than if you were at Disney World. 
l..o\,: is putting your fiicndship abO\,: all 
clsc and krim.,;ng cx:u:tly why she hates 
peas and laughing C\~- time you think 
about it. And one more before I start my 
homework... · . 
Love is realizing the last time you 
kissed her may really be your last, and . 
all the time you spent with her may not 
lead to a life in the future together ••• but 
it.was worth C\'Cf)' second •• : no matter 
what ••• nothing is more valuable than 
this I0\1:. 
It may not be Shakespeare, but I . 
think he would understand. 
PiatMcgy apptars rwry Wtdn~sday.Jad 
is a smior in journalism. Hn- 'tlitws do 
n,t n«nsarily reflat tb,u ef tlN DAILY' 
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AIDS 
CONTINUED FROM rAGE 1 
827,208 cases in thc.lJnited States 
to date. The epidemic h:is no 
prejudice; it affects men, women, 
whites, people of color, the young 
and old. 
There is federal legisla-
tion, such as the Ryan \Vhitc 
Comprehensh·c AIDS Resources 
Emergency Act, that funds the 
primary health care and support 
services. CARE does help those 
living with HIV/AIDS pay for 
the incredibly expensh·c: medica-
tion that costs about S20,000 to 
S30,000 annual!)', said St. Julian. 
Howe\·er, CARE docs not co\·cr 
the everyday living expenses such 
:is housing assistance:, car repair, 
nutritional scf\-ices and even 
funeral c.-xpenses. 
The Southern Illinois 
Regional Effort for AIDS is not 
a government-funded program. 
It began at the gr~ssroots level 
by people who shared concerns 
for those li\·ing with the dis-
COOL 
CONTINUED FROM rAGE I 
cases .. The program attempts to 
continue help for patients when 
government help runs out. 
"\Vhile HIV/AIDS may not 
ha\·e directly affected everyone, 
there is a disease that has..:.... can-
cer. !\lost people know someone 
that has had cancer, a family -
member that has had it or some-
one who has died ofit," St.Julian 
said. •Imagine having cancer at 
the worst stage. Imagine the pain 
and the sadness. Now, put a twist 
on it-you can't tell anyone. That 
is AIDS: 
St. julian said it is impor- _ 
tant for people to realize those 
infected \vith HIV/AIDS are no 
different than those who arc not; 
they have the same nee& and 
same wants, like the same need 
to be loved. 
•AIDS is not about a person; 
it is about a disease," St. Julian 
said. •1 live- for the day there is 
no AIDS Walk." · 
&porur Nicol( Sark 
,an hf rra,hfd al 
nsack@dailyero1ian.com 
Pike said it takes between three 
and four days to make the switch, 
which usuallv occurs in October. 
DAILY 'EoYl'TIAN 
SHERIFF-~--
·coNTINum FROM rAGE I 
Kilquist said perhaps Bums' big- ·; 
gest accomplishment was his role 
in finding enough C\idence to issue 
a warrant in 1999 for the arrest of 
Rafael Resendez-Ramirez, who was 
accused of nine sla)ings across the 
counuy, including the deaths of 
· George A. Morber Sr. and Carol)n S. 
Frederick near Gorham. 
_ -nrough Detective Bums' 
strict expertise. and determination, 
the first national :urcst warrant for 
murder against· Ramirez was issued 
in Jackson County," Kilquist said. 
•Bums allowed national attention to 
be placed on Ramirez, which helped 
to lead to his C\-cntual capture." 
According to Kilqui~t, what made 
the county's string of suettSsful con• 
,ictions in homicide cases C\'Cn more 
imprcssh-c was the fact that Bums has 
made the investigations di,ision suc-
cessful with modest funding. 
•J would like to think the county 
at large would ha\'C unlimited funding 
and personnel to be able to cope "ith 
these cases," Kilquist said. •Jn fact, it 
h:is not. The Jackson County sheriffs 
offi«: only maintains a three-person 
investigation section with Detccti,-c 
Bums as the supervisor of each im,:s-
tigator. His determination h:is gone a 
long way." · 
Jackson County Board Chairman 
. NEWS 
Gary· Hartlie_b said the· decision to· that time, the c:indidate elected sheriff 
appoint-Bums w:·.s simple as he was · in 2Q04,vill serve thc.rcstofKilquiit's 
the only person who expressed inter- origi11al term and face· election agllii 
est in the vaant sheriffs position. in November 2006 for a four-)'Car 
· "No one else h:is indicated any .term. :' _ . · . . _ ·, :; 
interest in being sheriff. so he'~ the . _ Carbondale Police Lt. John 
only one,". Hartlieb -~id. •1 don't S)1sma, who ran as, a .Republican · 
know what else -we'd, do except. to against Kilquist in the 2002 election; 
appoint him." · , . previously said _he intends to amp~.ilil 
Bums, who was born in Eldorado for the sheriffs position next )'Car: 
and raised in Carbondale, has worked · Sytsma was not eligible to ~ j~ 
· in · law · enforcement candidate for interim 
since being hired \\ith ·' -" I believe sheriff because··~ the 
the DeSoto Police. · board's selection for·•~ 
Department in .1976; ·, sincerely tnat t~ere. _ replacement must ~be 
He_ joined _ the -Jackson: - is no one law affiliated with the same 
County , _ . Sheriffs ·' enforcememoff.icer political parry as th4:' for-
Department .. in 1979 · •, . mer sheriff. · ·;::: ·, 
and was promoted · to who has made any Kilquist said although 
i~s i?vcstigations · divi- greater impact on·. he ,viii miss serving 115 
s1on m 1981. Bums was . - . Jackson County· sheriff, 
also honored in 1999,as Ute quality oflife · he knows he is leaving 
the Illinois . Deputy . of .. f OT his citi·ens than people in very capable 
the Year by the Illinois · " -: • hands. ' 
Sheriffs Association.- Bob Bums.,'· : •1 believe sincerely 
Hartlieb -said. with -WIiiiam Klllqulst that there is no one· law 
Bums' experience -and· Form~, sh~riff enforcement officcr'.wha 
attitude, he is confident . . has made, 'any gr'cater 
that Kilquist and the board made the impact on the_ quality of life for -his 
right choice for sheriff. • ' ci?~r:is than Bob Bums,"· Kilquist 
"I think he's a \'cry calm, level- said. · -. ·. .,,, 
headed person ,vith a lot of )'C:ll'S · "Inis has been a long time· coin-
experience in Jackson County," Bums ing for Bums. I_ strongly believe thit 
said. "Incrc will not be much of a Bums' time is now." · 
learning cur.-c for him coming into 
the sheriffs job_- -' 
Bums will scm: as sheriff until the 
No\'ember 2004 general dection. At 
&fortn- Burl::t 11'auan ·:.:c. •· 
rim hufathtd at .. : : 
bwasson@dail)-Cg)ptia,;.~~~ .... 
But the warmer temperatures 
predicted for later this week 
means the heat will have to 
remain on the back burner, and 
the air conditioning \1-ill continue 
to pump. 
"It will most likely warm up 
enough; we still need some air 
conditioning," he said. "With 
these buildings, thry can only be 
cooleJ by outside air to cool when 
the air isn't on. \Vhen the air gets 
to about 70, these buildini, 
become unbearably warm: 
Nancy Mallett, an office sys-
tems specialist for the Economic 
Department in Fancr Hall, said 
she's happy the air conditioning 
is turned off for now - she has 
even brought in a spar.e heater to 
combat the cold - but under-
stands that temperatures_ \viii go 
back up and air conditioning will 
be necessitated again. 
Fire·in U. Wisconsin fraternity reveals secret roo~: 
Pike said the University has 
to stick "-ith air conditioning 
until temperatures arc predicted 
to remain below 70. The way 
the system is set up, the Physical 
Plant cannot s\vitch to heat until 
administrators arc sure air condi-
tioning will no longer be needed. 
•11 WJSn't that bad until the 
weather changed," she s;:iii. "h's 
a no-\vin situation. The weather 
is cold right now, but it will 
change. 
"You just ha\-C to learn how to 
adapt. With they system they're 
[the Physical Plant] using, they're 
doing to best they can." 
&porln- Ka1it DaviJ 
ran hf r(athfd al 
kdavis@dailyegyptian.com 
MASTERCRAFT ti= '°~• .... =~ 
P20S/5SRr '63 
Emily Winter 
The Oaily Cardinal (IJ. Wisco_nsin) 
MADISON, Wis. (U-\VIRE) 
- A damaging fire broke out Friday at 
appro.-cirnatc!y 6 a.m. in a secret room of 
the Univasity of Wisconsin-Madison 
futcmity Sii,= Phi, 106 N. Prospect. 
When the Madison fire department 
responded to an alarm from within the 
futcmity house, they were unable to 
find the source of the fire, :iccording to 
John Frank, public relations officcrfor 
the Madison fire department. 
• After some amount of extensive 
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time the futcmity members finally ·- to injuries, it caused approximately 
[said] that there was a hidden room S15,000 worth of smoke, fire and water 
in thci: basement," he said. -We had damage to the fr.1tcmity housc..Many 
to break dmm the door, which actually of the secret room's contents; cindud:: 
looked like a wall." ing church-11)ie pews, a podium; so& 
Frank said the secret room, which is chairs and futcmity memorabilia, were 
located under the back y.ud, had been destroyed. The rest of the house 6nly 
undisclosed to the fire department when suffered slight smoke damage. ._, .;,i ,:r; 
the fire marshal inspected the house and · Although. the tire dcpanmcnt: has 
is in \10lation of fire codes. not decided whctha to press clwgcs for 
· The futcmityuscs the secret room obsauctingfirecodcs,Franksaid.hcwas 
for chapter meetings and used candles clis:ippointcd in the futcmity members. 
in a meeting the night bcf?re the fire, · "Incy did not tcll us about the CC19.m 
accordingtoFranlc- · · · • ·· C\'C!lthoughthcyknc:wthatthat'p-d1ci;e 
Though the•firc ,did not lead - thefiresourccprobablywas,"he"s:tld.-" 
·-... . ., " 
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Benefad:Ors' heir§ .to. Princeton WantmOney back. 
-, . ' . ' .. . ,, . ' ·'· , ... 
Robertson hefrs 
argue institution 




(Bergen County. NJ.) 
student's tuition. 
•My parents' purpose wu to try 
to help train the very, very finest 
individuals to· serve the federal 
government, to promote peace, to 
promote • democracy,. to. defend 
peace and • to defend · democracy 
around the world; said William 
Robertson, who, along with his 
two sisters and a cousin, is sui~g 
the,unh-crsity.· · •. 
If they prevail' in court, . the 
. · .. HACKENSACK, NJ. heirs sar they have no intentlon of 
(KRT) :__ Times have changed keeping the money for. themselves; 
since 1961, · when Charles and instead, they• will· bestow it on 
Marie Robertson. heirs to the A&P another school that agrees to follow 
grocery store fortune, · donated the family's wishes. 
S35 million in company stock to · Students and .faculty say· the 
Princeton University. dispute has· not disrupted their 
A da~hing young John F. scholarly research and.earnest dis-
Kennedy was in the \Vhite House. cussions of national security, Third 
It was the era of Camelot and • World poverty and. transportation 
the Peace Corps, when many an policy. But it do<>s raise basic qucs-
Ivy Leaguer actually dreamed of tions about the \Vilson School's 
becoming a government bureau• purpose, ·and more broadly, the 
crat •. :: country's love-hate relationship 
So the Robertsons targeted their with Washington. 
gift to the graduate program of the The Robertsons' emphasis on 
\'Voodrow \Vilson School of Public federal employment as the epitome 
and International Affairs, one of of public service was rooted in the 
the nation's premier centers for the ethos of the early Sixties. · 
study of politics and policy.· · •Everybody was going 10 go to 
' Their largesse, everyone agrees, \Vashington and change the world; 
made the school what it is todar. · . said William H. Branson, who has 
Now, the Robertsons - more taught at the \Vilson School since 
precisely, Charles and Marie 1967. 
Robertsons' heirs - want their •\Veil, we have a different world 
money, back'.. All S500 million of now. And the school has to adapt lo 
it.' • • · · a ch:mging world.w 
... ,Their complaint: the \Vilson What ch:mged? The univer-
School has not fulfilled the: couple's sity, in its legal pape1s, cites the 
v:ision ·of a school that trains Vietnam \Var, Watergate and ~he 
graduate students to work in the resulting ~negative public image 
federal government, particularly in. of governmentw - an image that 
international affairs. · . • made federal employment consid~ 
·:~.More \'Vilson alumni work ·in• erably less appealing to idealistic: 
business and finance, the)' say, than young people.. _. .· . ·. ' 
in.!the., U.S., go,·ernment - even .. In addition, the. university says,' 
tnough.,: the Robertson endow- Uncle Sam isn't hiring like he used 
ment •pays almost every graduate to, leading many civic-minded folks 
'Ambassador Kirkpatrick 
d~fends waf in Iraq 
Brianlevinson American medical students were 
The Hoya (Georgetown U.) thrc:atencd following a military coup 
on the small island of Grenada. 
\USHINGTON (U-WIRE) · "We received information· dut 
- Ambassador Jeane Kirkpatrick, the Arncric.m students \\'CCC taken 
a Gcorgctow1, Unh-crsity professor prisoner and Lcing held at gunpoint," 
and former U.S. Ambassador to·the . shc!:lid. . ··- •. -•. · : ,·. ·. · 
United: Nations, discussed 'multilat- ' '1nis wafthc instance \\nen there . 
cralisiii and pit:empth-e strike policies' was the tightest smuity and President 
in ICC Auditorium on Saturday. Her Reagan was the most"ii.obilized that I 
~ddressed the U.S. rationale for. h:id C\-crsccriliim,"'she iaid:\Vithiil a 
the mint Iraq war despite resistance couple of weeks, Reagan ordered the 
in th,f_Unitcd Nations. · . , ~ invasion.of the island with thousands 
Ki~patrick, who iupported"tfie , of troops.· "Had}~i gone io the 
war eff9rt, argued many of her points Security Council to·scck authorization 
from~a historic:i.l perspccti,-c. She, to rescue the .students; Kirkpatrick 
S:1id that the Bush administration':., said, "they ccrt1inly.would have been 
dec:'.sion 10 act prcempth'C!,r ,vi•hout · . · :ill!-,d." . ::. : :: . · . · ; 
bcitig directly threatened and "'.-ithout .,/'~~N,:\'crthcless, U.N. resolutions 
specific U.N. authoriz.arion was not·· ha\'C often provided the legal under-
• ; unprecedented in U.S. history. ·? pinnings for· U.S. milituy action, 
'1nc United States has nC\-cr taken 1 ': Kirkpatrick said.' Prcsi~nt . Clinton 
the position that any use of force has ordered. Operation Desert Fox in · 
had to'havc authorization of the U.N. 1998 because.he clai~ Iraq\ns in 
Securiiy Council," Kirkpatrick ~d'. breach · of post· Gulf War . disarnial 
President Bill Clinton did not ha\,: a mcnt agreements. . . ~ _ 
specific· U.N. mandate when he. sent Thi.ugh President Bush · did not 
troops f!> Kosm'O in 1999, Kirkpatrick receive: a specific: ,Security Council 
s:uJ. -;. ; · authorization for the most recent Iraq 
Regarding the prcempti,-e strike war, Kirkpatrick s:ud that he too has 
policy, for which President Bush has been able· to . dmv • upon . past· U.N'. 
reccivca much criticism, Kirkpatrick·· Reso!utionsto:irguehisc::ise;including . 
s:ud. that the United Stales. has actu- . :. Resolution 1441 adqptcd in Nm-ember 
allydcplo)'Cd troops many times in the ;: of ust year, which threatened "serious 
absence : of a direct threat: President consequcnccs • if Iraq failed to disarm. 
Wilson - desired to help the Allies ,Kirkpatrick said that anybody who 
in ~Vorld Warl: PrcsidcntTru~·· has red about the regime ofc:<·Iraqi 
sought . to contain communism in dictator Saddam H~n· knows that 
Southeast Asia during the Korc:an ·. he possessed those weapons.·.: ; '· . 
War, President Clinton sent troops to Kirkpatrick, who this past year 
restore democracy in Haiti.; . led the U.S.' delegation to the U.N •.. 
Kirkp:itrick also drew from per Commission on . Human Rights, · 
own personal experiences in gm,:m~ criticized Hussein and other _leaden; 
merit. ,fo 1983, she was .serving at , including North Kore.in dictator Kim· 
her1U.N. post when more tllan 600, Jong·_il · • ·· ' 
to seek work at private think tanks 
and non-profit organizations'. 
· Such groups, · says Ana 
Echevarria, a second-year .Wilson 
student, arc• key to the way govern-
ment functions: · 
Echevarria wants to be a com-· 
munity organizer, ·either· here. or 
:abroad. . · 
Although she doesn't n:lc. out a 
arecr in government, she is more 
interested in\vorking on the outside 
- to make sure government is serv-
ing the people. · ·. · 
"Unfortunately, government is 
shrinking, and the non-profit sec-
tor is increasing; she said. 
And then there's· politics.' 
Students, especially. thos~ who 
study public affairs, tend to· lean 
left, while Republic:::ins have con~, 
trolled the White House for 14 of 
the last 22 years. 
The Robertson heirs, using 
information from the Wilson 
School's most .-ccent alumni dircc:· 
tory, found that 13 percent of those 
who had graduated since 1948 
- the year the graduate program 
began - worked for the U.S. gov-
ernment, and only about 7 percent 
were federal· employees dealing 
with international affairs. 
The largesl share, 15 percent, 
worked in banking; finance or 
industry. \Vhen combined . with 
those in consulting and law, the 
percentage jumped to 34 percent. 
To .\Villiam · Robertson, those 
numbers amount to a betray.ii of 
his parents,· and of the foundatio-i 
s.ct up to administer the gift. 
•The charter itself is really very, 
very clear; he said. "And it specifi-
cally provides for training students 
for government. service. It doesn't 
say 'public service,' .it says 'govern-
ment service,' and then it goes on to 
say niorc specifically feJeral service 
in international affairs: · 
In legal documents, the notion of public service. . . 
university contends . that . federal •1 don't think the concentration 
service in international affairs has on federal service was ever really 
been an •aspirational goal,"· not felt by the university, by the stu-
. a requirement, and that Charles dents, and by the faculty," he said. 
Robertson always recognized that •1 think there was a·concentration 
his endowment could be used to on public service, but public servi~ 
train students •for more broadly would include working at the 
defined public service: · United Nations, working in the 
Under that expansive definition, . New York City mayor's office: 
the school is far more successful: To anyone sitting in on '.'The 
forty-one percent"of alumni worked Politics of Public Policy; a required 
for state orloeal governments, non-. course for first-year students,· it'.s 
profit organizations, educ:::itional or clear that public service of one form 
research institutions, multilateral or .another' is foremost in students' 
organizations or foreign govern- minds. , , 
ments. · Among .the 16 students in the 
Nevertheless, William basement room of Robertson Hall 
Robertson . says his father· was arc three Peace Corps· veterans;· a 
continually disappointed "by· the former S!affcr from Capitol Hill and 
school's placement record. In 1972, the U.S. Environinental Protection. 
the cider Robertson wrote to . the Agency; a former aide to Oakland, 
university president: "The time Calif., Mayor Jerry Brown;· and an 
has come to face up to "the obvi- Army.officer,just back from Ira'q, 
ous fact that the school has never whose next assignment · will be 
come· within Ehouting distance .of teaching c:idets at West Point. 
achieving its goal and I personally For all the varied careers that 
doubt that it ever will as long as it Wilson graduates . ultimately 
continues on its pres~nt cours~_- :· pursue, government is clearly. the 
A tense back-and-forth · con- object of their attention while they 
tinued over the years, \Villiam arc here. 
Robemon says. . · And some, like Jordan Tama, 
•They kept placating us :md certainly embody the Robertsons' 
placating • us and making more vision: this past summer, he was 
excuses, but our purpose never an intern at U.S. Embassy in Paris 
changed; said Robertson, who lives and is interested in working for the 
• in Naples, Fla., arid is a Princeton State Department after earning his 
alumnus, like his father. · degree. . 
· · Robertson, who said he will But· Tama, like his . classmates, 
be satisfied with no less than 50 thinks it would be a mistake for the 
percent of Wilson graduates going school to cater only to people like . 
into federal service in international him. Ifit did, the school might lose 
·affairs, 'riow doubts that Princeton a lot ofits c:ichet. 
ever really intended to follow his •If the. school were to 112rrow 
parents' wishes. ' th~ focus;, he said, "to require us to 
Branson, the professor, · pursue jobs·in federal government, 
acknowledges, as much, ,,t -=it~ most a lot of students who c.::,me here.now 
ofthe,Yvilson students;_ •. "'!lie,-cs _, probably wouldn't want to, because 
the Robertsons' insistence ·on fed- a lot of students arc interested i:i 
era! employment is too cramped a doing other kinds of work.• 
Attention·AII New SIUC Stude.nts 
· Fall Inmumaatlon <;ompfuuice DeadJine 
Friday, '.O~tober 3;·:2003 
.\~ If you are not in complian_ce with the Illinois State 
\~ Immunization :Law, plec1Se call the Student J:Iealth 
~ Programs ~unizatio~ .Compliru1e~e Office at . 
,. ·45344:54 i~Iriediately! · · ' · · '· · 
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WALNUT CREEK, Calif. 
(KRT) - The death of a \-ibrant 
IS-year-old California woman has 
propclled the abortion pill into the 
spotlight once again, nearly three 
ycat5 after the drug was applO\-cd for 
use in the United St:ttcs. 
The Food and Drug 
Administration sanctioned RU-486, 
or mifepristone, after a long and 
Cl'ntcntious political fight among the 
· country"s legions of anti-abortion and 
abortion rights activists. 
Holly Pattmon died Sept. 17 after 
taking a sequence of RU-486 and its 
companion drug misoprostol, her 
family said. 
The Alameda County (Calif.) 
Coroner's Office is imi:stigating the 
death, and the FDA has begun an 
inquiry. 
RU-486 induces miscarriage by 
working on the lining of the uterus to 
end a pregnancy. 
Days later, the woman takes miso-
prostol, which induces contractions to 
expel the fetus and tissue from the 
uterus. · 
Pattmon, who was seven weeks 
pregnant, started the abortion 
procedure Sept. 10 at the Planned 
Parenthood affiliate in Hayward, 
Calif.· 
It is not clear if she was Ecen by a 
nurse practitioner, which California 
law allows, or by a physician. 
By Sept. 13, when she was to take 
the second drug in the regimen, she 
complained of =:cssh-c bleeding and 
cramps. She died four da)-S later. . 
Planned Parenthood spokes-
woman Erin Brooks declined to 
comment on Pattmon's case, but she 
said Planned Parenthood follows the 
law. 
Pat=n's dcath has not been 
linked to either of the drugs. 
The coroner's report is cxpccted in 
about two \\-ccks. 
Chief among the questions being 
posed after Pattmon's death is if a 
new California law increases risks by 
allowing mid-le\'d health practitio-
nm to give abortion drugs. 
Physicians are joining both sides 
of the debate. 
Dr. Va.'lessa Cullins, vice president 
of inedical aff.tin for the Plan!!ed 
Parenthood Federation of A~crica, 
said Pattmon's de:ith should not le:id 
:o hasty cooclusions about a procedure 
rigorously sn;<lied in clinical trials. 
•.Medical abomon using mife-
pristone and misoprostol has a long 
safety track record and has been used 
successfully by more than a million 
women worldwide and more than 
200,000 women in America; Cullins 
said. . 
Dr. Mary Davenport, an El 
Sobrante, Calif., obstetrician-
gynecologist, opposed the 2002 bill 
allowing non-ph)-sicians to gi\-c the 
drugs. 
The sc:cond half of the procedure 
leaves the cervix open, D;r.-cnport 
said. . • 
Bacteria can tra,i:l from the \".lgina 
into the uterus, she said; sometimes, 
she added, tissue is not fully cleared 
from the cervix, le:iving a woman 
vulnerable to infection. 
She said mifepristone and 
misoprostol should be gil-cn only by 
someone with the skill to do a dilation 
and curettage, the surgical rcrn0'1a! of 
tissue from the uterus that only physi-
cians can lcgally perform. 
Jan Carroll, a lcgislam-c analyst 
with the California Pro Life Council, 
said, •we warned that there would be 
death as a result of this legislation, 
and I expect there will be more.• 
Othen, though, supp<'rt . 'the 
procedure. . ' 
Dr. Philip Damey, professor of 
· obstetrics and gynecology at the 
University . of California at San 
Francisco, said the · complications 
Davenport describes _arc extremely 
rare. 
" \Ve· u1amd that there would 
be a death as a result of this 
legislation, ·and I e:pect there 
· will be more.,, 
-Jan Carroll 
legislative analyst. 
· · ear.fomi.1 Pro Life Counol Mid-lC\-cl clinicians --~r nurse 
practitionm are likely :o be_ better 
trained to provide RU-486 abortions septics~ 
. bc.·.msc they specialize in that type of -However, the FDA says there is no 
care; Dmey argued. proof the abortion pill was rcspo~ible . 
"They are qualifi1;d and follow for those deaths. ·. . ,:: 
a \'cry explicit protocol written by FDA approwl of RU-486 "alls 
physicians,• he said. for the second pill to be gil-cn orally 
fa-en when a doctor provides the during 2 second ofl"icc visit. 
medication, an incomplete abortion But its website says some doctoo, 
is typically cared for in an cmCJI;Cllcy on. the basis of published studies, 
dcpartmentorbackattheclinic,oftcn practice ."off-label" medicine . in 
at a time when the original doctor is • prescribing misoprostol to be inserted 
Una\'ailable, he said. . . ·• ~nally at home. The agency says it 
A spokeswoman_; for, ·nanco ~ lud "no opportunity to cv:tluate 
Laboratories, which manufucturcs the the. safety or .. efficacy of &.is-regi-
drug, said the company has referred to men.\\ ::, 
thi: FDA about 400 reports of ad,= ,: Pat~ents are advised to ~rn 
effects, most inwlving , cxcessn-c ~ tc> -14 da)-S later for a ;~c 
bleeding but some inwlving bacterial cxim to ensure that the aborugg is. 
infections. · ' . complete · and without infcctjQn or 
One woman , who . took .RU-. =:cssn-c bleeding. !: 
466 died from a nipturcd ectopic . Cullins said Planned Parcrithood 
pregnancy (one that. implanted · in patients can reach a health~ care 
a fallopian tube);·and' a Canadian provider by phone 24 houn a"'.aay if 
woman who used the drug died from they have a concern. :_1 j. 
Justice Depa~~nt ~ 
pi-obes•·into .CIA lea}t 
Ron Hutcheson, . ·; 2002, Wilson investigated .. ~ports 
Shannon Mccaffrey & that Iraq had tried to buy,oomb-
Jonathan S. landay . .. . , , 
0
ma1<\ng. ~ra!1ium. in .the West 
· Knight Ridder Newspapers · ·· • · · : African nation of N_igcr. ~iOuly, 
hi: \VCnt public with his conpusion 
WASHINGTON (KRT) ·that the allegation was unfoutided 
·-:-- The Justice Department Tuesday and accused the Bwh admiimtra-
announccd a full-scale invc:stigation 'tion of twisting the bets. . :::! 
to determine whethi:r \\.'bite .H= ."~:A week later, consemtiv'c:col-
officials leaked the nmie of a CIA . ··umnist Robert Novak rcport.cif;that 
.officer i_n an attempt to discredit and ... ~senior administration officials': had 
punish a lciding aitic ·of President told him that Wilson got thci(tiica. 
Bush's Iraq policy: .. , :·.:.: · · i. assignment with his ·wifc's;Jiclp, · 
Bushordcrcdhisstafftocoopcrate,· ,implying that Wilson wasn't;.qpali-
and White House counsel Alberto fled to determine whether Inq had · 
Gonzales directed. prudential aides sought enriched uranium in Niger. 
to sa\'c documents and any other The column identified Pl:liiie by 
material that might .hcl;> in\i:stiga• name, blowing any hope thlt she · 
tors. Justice Department officials held could continue to work undcml\'Cr 
open the possibility tnat Attorney and potentially endangcrinJE her 
GencralJohnAshcroftmightappoint overseas contacts. Federal;; law 
an . indcpcndcnt _si,cci:il, counsel to · , makes it a aime, punishabl~ up O\'= the ~I im:c:5tigation. .. to,,1~ )"Can in prison, for !!D-one 
~o options are closed," depart- ·mthsacccss to classified in5?lma-
mcnt spokesman lvfark ('.;orallo said. _:tioi( to tc\W the name of a:t(>vcrt 
The . dm:lopmcnts .:raised . the government agen~. :,: . 
prospect of. a. full-blown White ,: .. . The. Washington, Post;;;also 
House scandal while Bush is sinking ' citing a "senior administratioil-:"offi-
in the polls, struggling to win inter- cial," reported earlier this wcclt that 
national help in Iraq and grappling Novak was one of six journalists who 
with Congress ovcrahis request for. rccci\'cd information about \Vilson's 
anotl,er S87 billion"in war-related · wife from two :idministratioii'offi-
spcnding. . : .. ·. · . . :cia)s. Novak :ippc:irs to be tli_~:ocly 
The mushrooming · contra- one who published it, and he has 
\'CI5)' also signaled a growing schism ~scd to identify his sources.'.',; 
within the administration. over · ·In an 'inter,ricw with;KnighF 
Bush's handling oflraq.TheJustice Ridder, Wilson a.iid he thought 
Department launched the invcstiga- «White Ho.use. ~fficials · 1cakea his 
tion atthe request of the CIA; some : wife's identity to stifle complaints 
CIAofficialsthinktheWhiteHousc from within the govcmmcnt~that 
misrepresented iritdligcncc: :nforrna- ;Biish . administration officials 
tlnn to make the· case for war. . . . were: misrepresenting intelligence 
AltllOUgh _the Justice Department ilio-ut the threat posed by S(11!dam 
began its im"CStigatio~ Friday, it didn't : Hussein. . . • · . . •> .. ;;: ~ 
notifythcWhiteHouscunti!Monday '.,',· ~J. believe that it was dr;,.11e to 
night. Gonzales issued his memo urg-. ', discour-~gc others from comir.g · 
ing cooperation Tuesday morning. . · fonv:ird," he. said. "I hav,:". been 
"If. there's a . leak out of mr operating on the assumption :.': that. 
administration, I ,vant to know who it was to shut other people up~: :': : 
it is. If the penon has_·violated the • .·. ·. He said he thought "the leaking 
law, tht person will. be, taken· care of my wife'.s name was a political . 
of," Bush sa:d on a campaign tpp to act: 1J= is a po~ !)ffice'in ~e- ,: :~f ;". 
Chicago and Cincinnati.. . , • . · · '. . White House. That ofrtce is headed • '.. . 
· At issue is whether White House . by Karl Rove. I think an investiga•. 
officials leaked· the_ name_ of CIA ti_on might wdl begin there.",~~ , · . 
officer, Valerie Plame to· retaliate · -~- Democrats - . :·. in , .. CQ_ngrcss 
against her h~band,Joscph Wilson, dem:inded. that· Ashcroft appoint. a 
: a fan:11cr ambassador tu Iraq.-., ·· .. · >,special.counsel to a\'Oid any conflict 
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Universities might create '3id' p:iteITlef~ 
Elliot Blackbum 
Daily Texan (U. Texas-Austin} 
States. Texas schools, including the 
Unh-crsity of Texas, hope to add a 
connection in Dallas soon. 
the National Science Foundation's step to opening up information _at ' to invest in it,~ Updegrove said. "But 
Computer and Information Science southern universities and to making now, because this dark fiber is over• 
and Engineering Directorate. the network redundant. built, the prices have come down." · 
AUSTIN, Texas (U-WIRE) The goal is to ha\"C a resource 
owned entirely by participating 
resca•i'.h institutions, from the 
fibe - .o the equipment to which it 
connects, said Tom \Vest, president 
and CEO of the Corporation for 
Education Network Initiatives 
in California a,1d an NLR board 
member. 
One example of such a project is·· Networks arc constructed in - In Texas, 20 schools - including 
Tcragrid, a supercomputing effort circles to ensure that if a break in UnivcrsityofTcxasandTcxasA&M 
launched Monday at UT's Texas the line occurs, machines do not lose sysiem schools, Rice, Baylor and the 
Advanced Computing Center. their connection to oihcr machines. University of North Texas --. ·arc 
Tera grid pools the resources of "Anyone who wants· to -build a r.egotiating how to share the SS mil-
supercomputers at sc\-cral U.S. national ring has to pass through lion price tag on a National Lambda 
research centers to create a larger, Texas,• said Dan Updegrove, UT Rail' connection in · Dallas. If the 
ncl\\'Orked machine. vice president of infomution. and · funding is found, the state will spend 
- Before: there wen: pop-up ads 
and l\lP3 trading, when e-mail and 
instant messaging wen: just glimmers 
in a software: engineer's eye, then: 
was a small n:scarch network funded 
by the Department of Defense and 
the National Science Foundation 
that exploded in the 1990s. Tlic National Lambda Rail technology. . · S7 million to SB million to create a 
Frankly, researchers ha\-c decided, 
it's become a little crowded. 
"It would be like your own pri-
\':ltc lane on an interstate,"\Vest said. 
"There's a barrier ben,-ccn the lanes 
..• bcc:iuse they're doing a certain 
kind of research that they don't w:mt 
to be sharing with a freshman col-
lege student or a fourth-grader." 
will also allow ..:icntists who study To quickly ~hulflc _information similar network connecting research 
. ncnvorks a better environment for across state lines, members of the institutions throughout Texas; : ' 
Nearly 40 years afterthe first net-
works wen: pioneered, a consortium 
of universities and research partners 
an: buying up 10,000 miles of cable, 
buried and dormant in the aftermath 
of the dot-com bust, and preparing 
to initiate what some describe as the 
third generation of the Internet. 
experiments, West said. · National Lambda Rail project . Though ·:making 20 . different 
Funding for the connection is formed consortium to buy up schools agree on anything is-·dif-
providcd by the schools interested in_ unused "dark• fiber - cable laid · ficult, the demand to· participate· 
connccting:\Vest expected between in. the ground but not connected iri cutting-edge research• weighs 
S80millionandS100millionwillbc to anything - buried by telccom- heavy in thc_minds of each-school, 
spent on the ncnvork over the next munic:itions companies at the h_eight . Updcgro,-c said. He said he was That barrier separates the 
National L::mbda Rail from the 
clutter and slower speed of the c.xist-
ing lntcrnt-t. ~csearchers who need 
to download enormous databases 
or transfer other large files· would 
be able to access information in 
minutes that would norrna\tv take 
months to download, sa;,i Peter 
Freeman, assistant director for 
fo-c )'t'ars. of the Internet boom. _ · confident 'the schools would settle 
The construction of the Lambda The companies . O\"crcstimatcd the issue and join the ncnvork soon. 
The Internet's latest incarnation, 
called National Lambda Rail, is a 
proposed high-speed network ring-
ir.g the United States - an c.xclusi\·c 
"interstate• for digital research traffic 
with onramps at unh·ersities across 
the Northern and \Vcstern Unit.:d 
Rail moved clockwise across the the demand for the high-speed fiber · . "It frankly \V:ls off-putting to sec 
country, as · schools in California, optic: cable, and the huge supply has a map that said that the next gcncra-
\Vashington and Illinois were crcited a great advantage for the . tion of science \\':15 being developed 
prepared to fund the project first. A schools. in Southern California and Illinois;" 
line through the South - running "It used to be -that -this dark · he said. "\Vhatcvcr the statc-ofathe~ 
from Pittsburgh to Atlanta and then fiber was so expensi,-c that only big . art is going to be, )'OU don't''wa'nt to 
tl,rough Dallas - is an important telephone companies saiv any reason be far behind that." 
Even~ n1athe1naticians 
make bad gambles 
in tl1e stock market 
Todd Mason . 
Knight Ridder Newspapers 
adrenaline rush. "The entertainment value of 
the market is not to be dismissed; he said. 
The market ri\':llcd baseball as the national 
(KRT) - John Allen Paulos was nulling pastime in 2000, and Paulos was holding a 
:i dangerous infatuation and keeping it secret small, unexpected check. Among the sources 
from his wife. \Vorse, he had a check in his of im-cstmcnt funds, "mad money" certainly 
pocket that day in Philadelphia. counts as ari endangered species. 
Leaving his wife to browse in_ a bookstore, Paulos writes that he \vas seduced by the 
the Temple Unh·c!lity mathcmati.:s professor promise of the Internet and capth':ltcd by 
cbshcd over to his brokerage office to meet a \VorldCom's central role a$ the operator ofits 
margin call - a demand for more money to telecommunications "backbone: 
cover a losing stock bet. He \\':ls not the first to ~y ho~age to cyber-· 
"l\ly illicit IO\-c affair with WCOM con- space. WorldCom ·shares soarcJ 111 percent 
tinucd; Paulos writes in his new book, "A bem·ccn September 1998, and.the following 
Mathematician Plays the Stock l\Iarket." summer, closing at S6450 on June 21, 1999. 
WCO;\I is the former ticker symbol for He bought his initial shares at S47, expcct-
\VorldCom Inc., which \vas then tracing i=-s ing it to bounce back to its former glory. Instead 
impressive arc into bankruptcy court. Bu)ing it kept falling, dropping back to its 1998 price 
stock on margin is the risky practice of borrow• by September. 
ing the purchase price from your broker. Paulos bought more shares, "a\"craging 
And Paulos' book is an amusing - and down" in investing parlance. Equal purchas1:s 
sobering - study of the limits of intelligence at S47 and S30 lowered the a\-crage price _-:o 
in im-csting. S3850. In hindsight, Paulos writes that he sue-
Paulos doubled and redoubled his ill-surrcd cumbcd "to an unexpected gambling instiru:t · 
bet on WorldCom, which costarred with Enron and a need to be right.• 
Corp. in the late, great stock-market bubble. In any =nt, Paulos plun~ ahead, buying 
He slipped to his computer in the middle more shares of\VoddCom. wit;: some of these 
of the night to check on the stock's progress purchases completed on margin, and then, with 
on European markets. He not only bought · \Vor!dCom's price under SlO, buying "many 
the stock on margin, he purchased options thousands" of options resening the right to buy 
locking in the price for more sh:m:,; ifit turned WorldCom at S1S until January 2003. 
around. • · Paulos declines to say how much money he 
"I did every dumb thi~g it was ~ssiblc to lost on WorldCom, except to describe the sum 
do; Paulos said in an interview. "Normally, I as substantial. · 
am a hardheaded fellow." In his book, Paulos reviews the many ,vays 
lm-csting turns most people daffy to some that bright people latch onto bad ideas and 
degree, said Meir Statm:m, a Santa Cbra refuse to let go of them. 
University finance professor. As a specialist Statman takes a homdi~ approach. "Buying 
in behavioral finance, he c:..p!..ires the human stocks is like getting married," he said. "Selling 
reaction to risk and mvard. them is like getting divorced.~ 
Investors arc intoxicated by their prospects Few people arc able to segue effortlessly 
for wealth and disdainful of evidence to the frcm visions of bright futun:s to assignment 
contraiy, he J-:id. of blame. 
· "All pcc,p:c, mathematicians included, make On the latter score, Paulos· accepts respon-
thc same clumb mistakes; he said. "\Ve arc all sibility for his decisions despite a surplus · of 
alcoholic~ when it comes. to the stock mark:t. villains in the _WorldCom soap opera. Investoll 
'.fh: _bct.t way re:_ deal with it is not to buy .· "arc little 100· quick to sec thcmsdvcs as vic-
mdMdua! ~tocks. · . - tims; he uid. . · - . _ . · 
. Paulos agn:es in his book, to a point. Whil_e . So when did he break the news to his wife, 
describing the mathematics that can be used to and how did she take it? 
counter market psychology, he remains skcpti- Paulos said he told · her :U:tcr he finally • 
cal that stock pickers can outstrip the market's dumped the stock. Her reaction was "mctco- . 
overall gains.· · · rologically nonnal: an initial storm · of anger 
"Do you make more than you \\'Ould invest- and depression, punctuated by· intermittent :. 
ing in a low-fee index mutual fund?" Paulos upset and uncertainty, gradually clearing into · 
asked. "The evidence just isn't there; to say so resignation and acceptance.'. · ··· • - :t · 
affirmatively. . ":. ., .. · • · > "Oyerall, she rcactt.d more generously than.· 
But Paulos is not ready to give up the I ~uk{ havct - /t _ . -· -: 
China scaling hack 
governmeht' s role '?~; 
in daily lives of citizel;i_~: 
. ;. . ·J10t', ~,;r;t 
" .. .._., ... 
::.....: ---~ 
Tim Johnson 
Knight Ridder Newspapers 
loosened rules on where univcrsitr_:gr_adu.~ 
ates, investors and entrepreneurs may live, 
casing a chokehold that limited migration 
_ BEIJING (KRT) - .Slowly but_. within the country. .. "' ·::-//: · 
steadily, China is casing intrusive state - Authorities Sept: 1 cxtcndcd.-the· 
control O\'Cr the lives of its citizens. In age limit for obtaining a drivcr's:-:Iiccnsc 
recent weeks, Chinese leaders ha\"e made it from 60 to 70. Those older than•-70 can 
easier to get a passport and relaxed rules on continue to drive if they pass an·.anmial 
where citizens may live. · driving test. , _ : ,:!;.:·,'.-~· 
In the latest change, which takes effect - _ On the same day; thca·.Dcijing 
\Vedncsday, the nation's 1.3 billion citizens municipal government simplificd:i:u?cs for 
will be allowed lv .llarry or divorce with· obtaining a passport; reducing the average 
out permission from police or workplace wait from three or four months to 10 work-. 
bosses. ing days. By the end of the year, some· 100 · 
Red banners ·- festooned the Beijing large and medium-sized cities will adopt 
municipal marriage registry center the simplifi~d procedures. · 
announcing "convenient" and "simpl( - In early September, authorities 
rules for matrimony and divorce. banned employers from blocking the sale 
"We have made some drastic changes," of former statc-assigncq housing _that-had 
said Li Ziwei, the rcg,stry's· dircctor._"Our been sold to employees. __ ,.'. 
new rules diminish the roli: played by the The deregulation drive further \Veakcn_s 
go\"crnmcnt." . _the role of the party-controlled work unit, 
Such changes may seem minor to those or danwei, in orienting citizens' lives., Until 
c11tsidc China, but they. offer· relief for recently, the bosses of work units controlled 
mil liens of Chinese and underscore· the employmcnt'bcncfits, housing, -.schooling 
rcducti,,n of the oppressive state apparatus and other aspects of citizc11•' livcs;,iilclud-
that was the hallr.~tk of Communist rule ing when they married and divorced!_.;• i, 
for more than five decades. · ·: "The work unit's function has been con-
Scholars credit the 6-month-old lead- · tinuously ,vcakened. For over 80 percent of 
crship of President Hu Jintao :ind Premier. the people in Chin;i, the work unit has no 
\Ven Jiabao_with initiating changes. • importance," said Chen Xin, a sociologist 
"They arc sensitive to th•! problems of and Communist Party member. . ._ . · 
_discontent; said Richard Ba11m, an expert ·: Until this week, the 8 million .or· so 
on China at the University ofC:iiifornia in Chinese who marry each year and thc'.1.2 
Los Angeles. "They have made a genuine million who divorce annually h:ivc had 10 
effort to mak~,burcaucratic ob.staclcs a little get permission either from their work unit 
easier." _ . . ,,. . or the police to change their marital status. 
Streamlining. the burc.1.ucrai:y -- ·docs , A m-::dical check-up was also a condition 
· not signal, however, any intention by the : of marriagc,with applicants facing possible 
Communist Parry to end its monopoly on· :ejection for health reasons. · · 
power. . , · · _ _ · : _ · \Vork · unit , boucs sometimes · turned 
Instead, it is responding to unhappiness down requests for marriage if no addition:il 
among many Chinese over the bureaucratic housing was_ available or if workers had 
hassles that circu·mscribc some of their questionable political views. _ • 
daily activities as the nation goes through - EquaUy as vexing, some Chinese.found 
changes brought about by rapid economic that. errors in the_ mounds of paperwork 
growth a_nd the disintegration of a cradle-· needed for marriage could deny them the 
to-grave system of social welfare. Stability right to wed.· · _ - . , 
remains a major challenge for Communist · · "Even if they make a mistake in the 
leaders. . date, we can't iss'!c the marriage license,- · 
. "The central government has received said Li Guifang, •director of the marriage 
many complaints from the public.· It's office in the Beijing metropolitan district 
imperative for them to do something about of Chaoyang. · .; 
. it; said Yang Tuan, director of social policy Beijing_ residents seem appreciative of 
:studies at the Chinese Academy of Social the new measures. 
Sciences. _ _ ·. _ " '· •.---· ~This is an indication of how Chin:ds 
Changes in the past six weeks· affect a changing,• said Li Ping, 39, a pharmaceuti- · 
variety of facets of daily life: -~:, : : : ·: cal company manager who was aw:iiting a 
-~ As of mid~August, the, gover~mcn!__ new passport., · ,:;;, 
\•. 
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lightsgVer.SOJith.Q?roJina,spur l)FOtheorieS 
' • • • • • • < • •• • ,. • ;. • -
··David Wren A dabbasc kept by the National . But lights • also . might· mean · to sec if they have :mything going on. ship or an ain:raft: . · 
Knight Ridder Newspapers UFO . Reporting. Cent.er · in Sc:utle · someone-or something-extratcr• Usually, it's Shaw Air Force Base [in It also_ could be people mistaking 
· · L·"• • shows-there have been at ·Jcast six mtrial is checking out the planet. Sumter] dropping flam and doin6 the planet Mars - which n:a:ntly 
·MYRTLE BEACH,iS.C; sightings of ycllmv;-orangc or red · "If a trtin is coming down the. maneuvers: . · • · . made its closest pass to Earth in 
· (KR1) :..... When P:im ·. Wingfield lights floating near the horiwn since railroad tracks and all you sec is its Officials say neither c:xpl:uution is · recorded history ~ · for a UFO, 
tofd· her friends she had just spotted; _ Aug. 26. Tha(s more area sighting1 in· light, you might think there's nothing relevant in the most recent sightings; Christoph.-.r said. . 
a UFO m-er the Atlantic Occa!l; they ashort period of time than C\'tl' heforc,. · . more than' a light; Fawcett said. "But · : UnidentificJ lights similar to those The most' plausible. explanation, · 
did what most good friends would do . according to the datab:i!e. · ·, ·· . • .. if )'OU step in front of tlut light, it'll seen off the Myrtle Beach coast have . according. to·' meteorologist Tom 
...:. they laughed at her. " ' · ."It certainly is intemting, and it kill you: ·: : . · . · · been reported in Arizona, Illinois l-,fathcson, is nighttime thunder-
' e •The laughter didn't last long. should be -investigated; said Peter Most of the_. sightings have been and Wisconsin _in =nt years. And storms over the Gulf Stream, about 
····Jri·a matter of minutes, all three Davenport, the UF<;> center's director .in Myrtle Beach, although lights also a clustcr'of!ights s~ngauoss the 70 miles off the Myrtle B~_d1coast. 
. of the v:icationen from Virginia had and keeper of the database. · · . , . . were spotted in Conway this summer. New Jersey sky briefly shut down the '7hat would cause what appears to 
~n the orange and ydlmv glmvir.~• ~ Davenport said there :in:•' scv- In every case, witnesses s:iy. the Newark airport in 2001. tc yellow or or~nge !:!'.hrs, especially 
spheres. flickering off the_· co_ast. of .. eral . explanations ..:.. bo1h normal lights appear, fade out and then reap·· To Kevin Christopher, a spokes- if it's a hazy nigt,r;:s:1.~l Matheson, 
North Myrtle Beach. .. a.nd paranormal ::;:- for· the lights: a pear at different place, in the sky. · man for the Committee for the with tfo: National We.&thcr Service ir. 
.. -!:We're all in our 50s, professional military cxcrcisc; commercial aircraft; . The lights only come out at_ night Scientific Investigation of Cairns of Wi!r,ungton, N.C. 
people:..... we're not into l,allucinatory flares from a boot; a prank. . ·-·Myrtle. Beach police say . they ~ Paranormal, such lights_· always Any explanati,,n would be fine for 
drugs or anything like tlut,"\Vingficld · . ~Only about 10 pciccnt of the time haven't rcccivcd any n:a:nt calls about· have .1 logical explanation. · . Wingfield, who reported her sighting 
sai<!- ~People look at you funny when do these _things tum out to be lx.na strange lights, but such calls aren't "People jump to the ronclusi<111 ., to the National UFO Reporting 
you tellthem juu'vc seen a UFO. But fide UFOs,w he said.' " · uncommon. that_ if )'OU can't determine what Center's website hoping someone 
what we saw was unidentified, it was• George Fa\vcctt, . a UFO cxpcit , ~c ·· have - our beach p:itrol some lights in the sky arc, it must_ could put the issue to mt 
fl);ng and it was :in objcct.w from Charlotte,·· N.C.; said lights im-cstigate. them for the possibility of · be evidence tlut aliens• arc visiting "I personally don't believe in little 
, '\V-mgficld and her· friends aren't arc the least reliable UFO indicator · distn:sS flares from a large boot,~ said the Earth; Christopher said .. "It's far . green men; Wingfie!J said. "But it 
thconly.peoplesceingstr.mgc __ thirigs . because they could be anything, police spokesman Lt. Chuck Dunn. mon:likclytobesomethingmundane,· wassobizarrc,itsurcwouldbeniceto 
· in the Grand Strand's nighttime sJ..-y. , including stars and weather balloons. . "We also call. the tool military bases like a star or a planet ·or lights from a get a ~nable c:xpl:in:ttion." 
Northwestern U. 
research :tnaY find, 
new diagnosis .of: 
Alzheiiner's disease. 
An_~y Nelson•. ·. -- d~'tl' hmv ADDLs arc fanned 
Daily Northwestern in the fust place. They also plan to 
(Northwestern U.) · collaborate with Nlfs Institute for 
·wd ·r ,r, , Nanotechnology to dC\-dop new 
_.,,EVANSTON (U-WIRE) methods of detecting the proteins 
- NC\v rc:scarch by· Northwestern·• ·: in blood. Better identification C01tld · 
Uruvmity scientists into the c:iuse of· · ·1cad to a more a=te di:tgnosis of 
Alzheimer's disease could lead to new ·, Alzheimer's. · ·· ' · - · ·:. 
w:1ys fu~ di2gnosc the disease-· and One day Alzheimer's · might 
riuybc· c.,.en a \,ccine or a cure. · C\'ffl be defined by the presence of 
Members l'f the research team,· .' ADDLs in a p:itient'~ system,"rathcr 
led by neurobiology and physiology thin symptoms like memory loss or 
Prof. .Wtllilm Klein, ha.,.,: identified dementia, Klein said. . · . · 
tiny proteins they think arc the cause "If you have diabetes, rheumatoid 
of, the Alzheimer's.· The proteins, arthritis or cancer, there arc usually · 
callc(L~amyloid b-dcrivcJ diffusible molecular markers; he said. "Right 
lig:uids,o:: :in: known as ADDLs. • now there arc psychological tests [for · 
The new study found Alzheimer's Alzl1eimer's] which arc prctty good 
p:itients•havc about 70 times more but not perfect. If you're wmting 
ADDLs tlun healthy individuals of to give people drugs to help them 
!he same'1gc. . with Alzheimer's dis6sc, '>= want 
· The _ findings appeared in · them to knmv they have Alzheimer's 
an:: Aug. · 18. paper published by discasc.w ' 
thc:.Proceedings · of the -National·• Krafft said an imprmi:d diagno-
Ac:idc:iny of Sciences. sis will also facilitate clinical trials 
.,"Asf.i.rul'mconccmed,ADDLs> for new drugs to fight the disease· 
arc,;the,'.molccubr stnictn-cs that, because rcscatchcn,would be able 
cause, the, nem: cell malfunction :. · to differentiate bet\vccn Alzhciiner's. 
and degeneration · thilt C\'Cntually •.· and memory loss • resulting _from . 
lcads,m•·A!zheimer's · disease," said · other.causes, like stroke. . ' ''. •: .••' · 
Grant· Knfft,' president of Acumen · , • · The next step tmvard dcvcloping 
Phannaccuticls and a co-author' · an Alzheimer's trc:ltment would be 
of the" plpcr. Knfft fonncrly was a · to identify an ant11xxly tlut fights. 
professor :it NU's Feinbc:Ig School · ADDLs in humans; not just mice. ' 
of l\lcdicine. · • ; 'Some antloodies c=tcd by scientists 
Klein and Krafft began to suspect · ha\'C already been. nude_ into drugs 
,lhat '.ADDLs cause Alzheimer's in. tlut successfully fight other diseases, 
1hc,mid-'90s when \\'Orking with ,Knfftsail" . , .-•. '.:,.--!• 
Caleb ; Finch, a professor' at the :-- . '. Krafft estimated . a fully human 
University of Southern California. · ... imnoodywill take t\\'O to three years 
Kleinpidithastakenalongtime '.'•to dcvc!op. The ADDLs research _. 
topcrsu:idepcopleofthcirtheorybut may also help .pharmaceutical. 
tlut ;tw:1s time wdl spent. -• · : companies dC\-dop. :m Atzheim_cr's 
· Th~"scientists' data suggest that .·-,,\-accine, he said. < · • · .. : ' ~ · >_- .. 
ADDLsimpairmcmorybyblocking ·_·: •' Discamies about'.illDLs also_ 
synapses, the gaps where information 'l' might help explain the -less scvcrc 
leaps from,one neuron.to :inother •.. fonns'·of memory Josi Krafft said __ ; 
But ADI:lLs d,, not kill the neurons,·,• Klein . has: had· p:irtcular :su= 
which m6ns their effects ~Id be . bccause ~he has rca11y been to set uj, 
· m=iblc. , ' . , • ; · ·· · · . , ·: the Alzheimer's problem as ;.: much 
·rEvcn:if the ADDLs arc still· ::'mon:ofaproblemofovmlllcarnirig 
floating around, if they don't attach: :md memory:- : :· . ·· 
to ·the· ncn'C cells, that should be ;. · , Klein said his rcscarchcrs have , 
goodt Krafft said. ·· · · · ., , ·. . .. _ ~ne well because they do not limit • 
O1hcr mc:irchers. have ,shmvn ·,·themsch'Cs.;·:· .•·-.: -,, . · · ·: < '· 
tlutrcducingthe:iiriountofJ\DDLs',•.;.:. !'We ·.take ·the idea tlu~ it's ·the., 
· imp'rovcd the memory of mice who::· question .tlut's important· and not 
had beeii gi.,.en Alzheimer's in the : tlic technology," he said. "WhcnC\'tl'. 
bb; even: as other' indicalors of the':;. we_ need to answer the question ':ind·_.· 
diSC:ISC rcinaincd,:Klcin said,:"-"~,,_ . ,: ,; don't have.the technology, WC invent, . 
. Klcin's~rs_.~~-~:'..i!.::/':/_,··::7'(.?':',,:.::::),':r,_ 
Ori the Steel· Sputs' railroad, USC 
fans customiz~ their .cabooses 
Megait Sexton 
Knight Ridder Newspaper 
~c all Jud a vision. And \\'C all 111c caboose is designed with an 
wanted the bar as the centerpiece; open &.-ing room, wi!hout the large 
said Natlun Ballentine oflnno, S.C., bar that domir.:itcs m:iny of the other 
COLUMBIA, S.C. (KR'D one of the owners. "We w:mted it to cabooses. . • 
. 7,This tailgating season, there arc lookRubyTuesday•likc." . Instead, there's plenty of seating 
some new Clbooscs in town. · Or, as one· of the friends said dur- room, with large mission-style chairs 
.. In keeping _with the tradition ing the decorating stage - "Guys, and settees, a 9-foot wooden bench 
started with the original Cockabooscs \\'C'rc thinking bouroon, not white · with storage underneath, . a. large 
, in 1990, the 15 nC\V cars on the Stccl · zinfandcl.p •. . flai~scrccn TV (one of three. in the 
Spurs railroad spare little expense in And· then there's Wayne Vcrccn caboose), T'affany~sty!e. Gamecock 
decorating touches. •· _ ' of Myrtle Beach; S.C., who w:ints his lamps and garnet countcrtops with 
· : · The garnet and bbck c:ibooscs train car to look like, well, a train car. bbck gamecocks etched in. 
with stainless stccl gamecocks. and He did some research . on old They chose the chair and bench 
spurs on the sides and :t\~gs on the c:ibooscs and decorated his with a because it was' a style they both liked, 
• top decks may look the same on the··,. pressed tin ceiling, .with. the . trim it was comfurt11>ie !!Id the scale was 
outside, but each c::aboosc has its O\vn done in mahogany and cherry, and small enough to work in the narrow_ 
personality. the tongue-and•gtoO\'C hardwood c:iboosc. 
. · Just step inside a few of the train •. floors done in rosewood. The walls, More Carolina touches include 
cars in the Touchdmvn Zone· lot on of course, arc garnet pewter drawer-pulls adorned with 
• Key ~d across from the University "You don't walk in and think)'OU'rc gamecocks, a spinning gamecock 
of South . Carolina's Williams-Brice in a living room," his wife, Linda shade on a nightlight in the bathroom 
Stadium. .. . . Vcrccn, said. "You think you're in a andapaintingoftheUSCHorscshoe. 
There's Robert and Carol Hewitt caboosc.w · · The windmv treatments arc detailed 
·· of Belton, S.C., who decorated their : Carol HC\vitt said she and her with ties made of black and garnet 
caboose in . full Gamecock gear husband. had always lm'Cd the 22 fc:athCt'S-
. - from the garnet and black tile Cockaboose3 on the train tracks near About 40 to 50 people join them 
. floor (covered in p:irt with a plush the south end zone of \ V'tlliams· fot their tailgate parties, with tents set 
rug emblazoned with the · block C Brice. . up in the parking lot for their guests. 
. emblem) to the nearly life;~izcd mural "We. tried to get one, but theJlrc . This year, a caterer was hired so 
of mascot Cocky on the bathroom· .nC','tl' on the market; she said. "My RobcrtHC\vittwouldn"tha\'Ctospcnd 
walL :. : · · husband is a \'Cl')' a\'id Gamecock fan, all his time cooking. 
Next door, . there's· the train car and \\i: decided this is a great -way to "We \\-anted to do it with a fun 
mvned by four friends (three of whom tailgate.•.· · theme;CarolHC\vittsaid. "Somebody 
were fraternity brothers at USC, class · There's no doubt of their loyalty came in here and said, 'You can really 
of'92).. · · · ·· when you step inside. tell you guys arc Gamecock fans."' 
.THANKYOU! 
· Student Life Advisors 
. : _ New Student Programs would like to thank all of you for all of your 
.· -hard \YOrk and dedication during the Student Life Advisor Program and Week · 
': of \Velcome Programs for '?e fall of. 2003. 
. Extra Special.:.; ' . 
; Thankyou to the folloning studentiwh~ sh~W~·tbe heart arid soul of' a S:lluki 
_. ·- . : ·, . . , . . ; ·~- . - .. ,. . . .' . ' . . . , , . . . ~ :.,' 
< 
--------- -sss WHY i.JvEwithpeoi.'leycu 
B & K USED FURNITURE 4 miles 
west of Marion on old 13 at t ol8, 
next «or to Wye Supply, one ol lhe 
largest used lumilure s!Ores In the 
ar83, 993-9088. 
don't like, rent a mobtle heme for 
$200-$400 and live by yo~rse~ or 
on,; olher, pet Dk 529-444-1. 
1 & 2 BDRM HOUSES & APTS, 
cer.tral healing & air, no pets, car. 
. peled, w/d hOok-up, 457•~7:. I ,,9:.•:::;;. 1. 
~ inch, per day G GEORGE'S RESALE QUALITY 1 BDRM $390, waler, trash, Incl, used furniture. antiques, conecllbles, 613 S Washington by SIUPD & rec, 
a REg~~~:~TS I jewel,y and modi more, 1324 w. prepaid lease discount,~-2p.m., 2days 
prior to publication 
CLASSIFIED 
Walnut. Mboro, IL 62966, wl stu-
dent ID, 10% o!t. 
Appliances 
LINE =:.:r~~e ~~;=·1:J'~tw': 
Based on consecutive I ranty) Able Appliances 457-TT67. 
running da!cs: WASHER $100, DRYER $100, re-
1 day lrigera!or $125, stove S95, pentium 
$1.40 per rtne/ per day c:oirputer S125, can 457-8372 
3 days WE Bu'Y MOST refri!;eratoB, 
S1.19 per line/ per day ti stoves, washers, dryers, cofr4)Ulers, 
10 days . e TV's, Able Appliance, 457,TT67. 
.87¢ per line/ per day iJ 
a 20days C 
.73¢ per line/ per day ail CITY MUSIC CENTER in MborO 1s 
. s;\~e~,~~a~~J:y § ~~~:O:,~~~st 
Musical 
1 BDRM APT, riea~ Grand,Wan 
C'dale, sublet. swimming pool, can 
Lauren 616-549•1663. 
2. 3, & 4 BDRM, large rooms, 2 
baths, cla, w/d, no pets, 549-4808 
(9am-7pm), renlal Ust at 503 S Ash. 
5 Ml FROM SIU, coun!Jy selling. 
S4(X.;mo, ulil Incl, avaa now, 61!1· 
526-9793. 
APTS AVIJL FROM affordable t 
and 2 bdnn, lo deluxe town houses, 
can (877) 985-9234 or 527 • 3640. 
BROOKSIDE MANOR APT, quiet 
living wlspaclous t, 2. & 3 bdnnS, 
aD util Ind, newly updaled laundry 
tacilily, S250 seairily ~ we 
are a pet tr.endly rctnmJnity, call to-
day for your personal tour, 549-
3600 . 
,apa, 
laoua, 2bdrm apt, call ~145 
r684-6862 ,.;-. Minimum Ad Size ! OJ SYSTEMS FOR rent. recat1ing 
~ 3 lines studo0s.PAs,lighting.61B-457· 
f! approx. 25 ~aracters , 5641• =.~r&1w~.:' :::riear 
•• per lme ,... --mlll!llll'!lll!IIZl!lllll!'!!!!i!!ffl S365/m0, can 616-529-2520. 
~ Copy Deadline ~ .. l -:g;pfr19011S CLEAN,QUIET,PREFgrad,no ~J 2:00 p.rn. ~ t;! pets, unf;;m, 1 yr lf!ase, waler/lrash tJ 1 day prior :· g;! Incl, 5340, can 529-3815. 
Cl to pubfication .~ · : l Rooms 
•· Office Hours: · ;: 
.::; Mon-Fri .;~ ~ SALUKI HALL. CLEAN rooms. ulil 
~ 8:00 am• 4:30pm ~ :;;_2~=0~~~;~ 
e-.:,:::1~~·;.;~.'.L:.b1 Roommates 
Auto 
FEMALE NON-5MOKER TO share 
lum spacious heme wld,t/a, some 
util Incl, S20G'mo, 687·1TT4. 
-SS00-1-PO .. U_C..,E-IM..,P-O-UN..,O..,S-I - I ~~~~=~;," min 
Cars/lrucks/SWs from SSOOI F« rrcm SIU, quiet, on privale acreage, 
listings 1-800-319-3323 ext 4642. Ind pordl w/ hot 1ub, lg screen TVs, 
---------· 1 study roomw/~r& desl<. an 
1993 FORC, EXPLORER, white, au- appl, $350 Incl utility or tun room & 
ID, riew stereo, battery, slarlef, an board w/ excellent meals lot SS75, 
power, everylhing works, great caa 985-3304 
cond, can $49-3173 Bryan, S3500. ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR riew 3 
BUY, SELL, AND TRADE, MA Au, • bdrm mobile heme, COfflllelely lum, 
ID Sales, 605 N nrinois Ave, 457• . an ulil ind, $400/mo, 618-973-1527. 
71!31. 
Sublease WANTED TO BUY: vehicles, motor-
cycles, running or not, paying from 
S25 1D SSOO, Escorts wanted, can 
513-0322 or 439-6561. 
2 BDRM, TO'NNHOUSE. clean, w/d, 
rJ/w, 747E. ParkaPIT,avaa a.s.ap. · 
---------, caa 457-8194 or615-474-7180. 
Parts & Service CLEAN AND QUIET 2 bdrm apt, for 
.. ST,_~_E_TH ___ E_CAR~OOCT--0-R_Mobile_._ I sublease, $4501 mo. ale. carpeted, 
Mechanic. he makes house cans, dose to caf11)US, call 549-5333. 
457-7984 or mobile 525-8393. COUNTRY ENVIRONMENT, NEW 
Motorcycles ~~~1c,~~2~~~-~ 
•19_8_1 S_UZU_K_I _GS_5SOL, _ 1_4k_m,_·,-• I NEW 2 BEDROOM townhouse wilh 
$500 obo, C'dale, 618•549-7021, large rooms. t t/2ba!hs,'w/d,a/c, 
_iQr_ee_ne_o_s,u_· _e<1u_. ----•I d/w,caD529-7400or7t3-2436. 
Bicycles SUBLEASER NEEDED FOR 3bdrm. $400 /mo, W/d, nice, quiet. pets Ok, 
---------• tt09W.Gher, tOminwalktocam-::~~=='~~~ pus, call35t-6952 =~==~s;~· Apartments = =-=a~r Ridden, $$$ SAVE ON APARTMENTS AND 
......;.__, ..... .__,_ ____ I HOUSES$$$, sludios, t and 2bed-
Mobile Homes rooms, near SIU, 457-4422. · · 
COLONIAL APTS, 1433 E Walnut, 
very Clean, basic cable ind, Goss 
Property Mgmt, S29:2620. 
COUNTRY, CLEAN 2 bdrm. smaa 
pets ok, references, $450/mo. can 
Nancy 529· 1696. 
GEORGETOWN APTS, IJTIL lrd, 2 . 
& 3 bdrm, dose lo SIU, tvgh speed 
ln!emet, $250 security dep, 549· 
3600. 
M,BORO, 2 FURN t bdnn apts, 
$275/mo, $275 dep, no pets, trash 
1nc1, can 684-6093. 
, M"60RO, t & 2 BDRM, lum & un-
lum, nice, dean, avail now & Jan 
1st, $265-$400, 6t~•tTT4. 
MOVE IN TODAY, nice, newer clean: 
t bdrm, 509 S. Wall. lurrished. eat• 
pet, ale, no pets, cal 529-3581. 
NICE 2 BORM,UNFURN, great tor . 
grad or protesslonal, $375-$405+ 
dep, yr lease, no pets, 529-2535. 
1964UBERTY, 14X54,2bdrm. t 
balh, wld hoolw!>. nicll deck, must 
see, must r..1,,11, $4900, 924-3058. 
1988 F/JRMOUNT, t4X80, 4 bdnn, 
2 balh, c/a, wld hookup, appl, must 
move, $11650, 687-2207. · 
GEORGETOWN 
itLL£il1i,\·J~~~ts 
MOBILE HOME 14X50, 1982, very 
nice, too fflrl'I exiras to list, 
$13,500, ca' ·lt8:20M905 
MOBILE HOME 1998, In trailer park, 
· 2 bdnns, 2 baths. omen waky 
light, ref, range, dishwasher, wasn-
erlaryer, & Sheds stays, call after 
5:30 pm or leave message arr, time 
618-457-4727. 
• High Speed lnlemEt access 
• Furnished & Unfurrjshed apartments available . 
• Great location near SIU 
• 2 & 3 Bedrooms still available 
•. • Laundry facili~.on-site, ~ . 
. •·Utilities Included if 
Antique~.. · you Lease Now. 
WANTED: PAINTINGS BY~ ' 
Rmhardl,SIUarlleachGrlnearty •• : :1000.fC,n;md,Av~; Carbondale I[? 
1950'1,caDRiley 0513-83Hl728.'• · '--------------------
NICE otie OR 2 t>iim,~ w: Wal-
nut, 406 S. Washington, carpet, ale, 
$21 D-$350 per mo, cal 529· 1820. . 
SPACIOUS STUDIO, FULL y rum 
Apia, ale, laundry tadlilies, tree ' -' 
parl<Jng, water & tmh. 54M990. · · 
, .. 
The Oawg House • 





BRAND NEW, LG, 1 bdrm, Cl 1000 
Brehm, avail Dec or Jan. calheclral 
ceilings, w/d, d/w, 1enced deck, cats 
considered, walk In closets, $520 
single, SS60 couple. 457-8194 
www.alpharentals.net 
GORDON LANE. LG 2 bdrm, Whirl• 
pool tub, 2 car garage, wld. d/w, 
pets considered. $925, 457-8194 · 
www.alpharentals.ne1 
Duplexes 
QUIET COUNTRY 2 bdrm, waler, 
trash, lawn. wld incl, $500'mo, d/H, · 
nice yard, dep & ref, 525-2531. ' 
RT 13, BElWEEN logan & SIU, nice 
& ij,Jfel, 2 bdrm, w/d, dep, yr lease .• 
$450lmO & up, no pels, 529-2535. · 
Houses 
SS SAVE SSS, 2 bdrm hOu. ;:'; 
• SIU, 1um. nice yard, ample parking, 
4!17-447.!. . · 
SSS WHY LIVE with people you • " 
don't Uke, rent a mobile heme for. 
S200-S400 and llve by yoursed or. · 
one olher, pet ok 529-4444. · ··· 
•••••• , • RENT TO OWN ••••••••• 
.. • , ... .2-4 bdnn hOuses .••••••• 
•• Huny, lew aval. eau 549-3850. _. , 
···-··NICE 1, 2. 3 bdnn houses, ••••• _. 
__ East & West, Make us M oner~-·· 
__ Now. Hurry. can 549-38501II __ 
2 BDRM HOUSE, newly remodeled, 
lum or unlum, c:lo9e ID Shopping · 
and SIU, private, Ideal for profe,sio-
nal or grad stud, t yr lease, ref. req, 
SSOOlmo + e'ec:tric and gas (water, 
sewer, trash pn,vided) can Juli al 
549-9504 Of 925-5834. 
2 BDRM, $300IMO, avail now, close 
1D campus, 305 Mil SI t 3, rel+ 
dep, can 687-2475. 
2 BDRM, UNFURNISHED duple.<, ~~,';.~,~~~i!t 
$375 per mo, $300 dep, Cambria ok, ref req, 967-8813 or 687 •2475. · 
area, smaD pets ok. Call 457-5631. 
2 BDRM, PLEASANT Hin Rd, o/c, t 
3 BDRM LUXURY apt, c/a. w/d, dJ. bath, rel required, counlly selling, 
reav, turn & appt, bus service, Uni• caa 45Nl9~4. • 
~~~ tor more Info caQ 26 YR OLD MALE STUOENT TO 
SHARE JUST BUILT3 BDRM· 
3 BDRM, WATER, trr.sh, lawn, w/d I hOuse, Mboro an riew appl, wld, : . 
incl, I; yard, pets ok. dep & ref, · ' dlw, c/a, $215/mo, 1/3 uN, Ind waler 
S630lmo, 525-2531. & trash cal Joe (636)938-6599. 
• !roobiGe Manor A~ortment! 
~ .1200 East Grand Avenue 
All Utilities & Cable Included 
On-site Manager & Maintenance 
1 & 2 Bedroom apartments available · 
Newly Remodeled 3 Bedroom/Apt. Homes 
.· All NewLaundry Facility. . ·· 
$250 Deposit . Ask About 
Pet Friendly . Our Specials 
C'DALE, 2 BORIA, t 1/2 balll, ga~· 
rage, no pets, 1st, last & dep,, .: . ;~ 
$650lm0, 549-3733. · . ,. , ·•, .. , 
C'OALE, 3 BDRM, C:a, wld hookup, 
basement, no dOgs, water/lrash Incl, 
204 E College, $ll00/mo, 687·_2475. ! . 
COUNTRY SETTING, 2 bdrm, car• ; 
pet, gas appl, c/a, pets ok, $350 & ! 
5475/rno, after 5pm can 684-5214 or 
52t-0258avaUnow. , •.••.• : ; 
LARGE AVE BDRM hOuse, waler&. 
trash Incl, 2~ 1 W. Walnut, C'dale,-·· 
closetoSIU,caD457-8-'302. ___ _ 
NOW RENTING4,3,2,&1 bdrms; 
54!M808 (9anl-7pm) no pe1S, .••• .,; 
remal fist at 503 S Ash. 
PRIVATE COUNTRY SETTING;3 ·• 
bdm. extra nice, clalr, 2 bath, w/d, 2 
decks. no pets 549-4808 (9am-7pm) 
TWO BDRM, CLOSE to campus, 
avail imm,d, $450 per mo, cal 649· 
6908 . 
Mobile Homes.::~; 
$$$1 BET YOU Will. RENT;look al 
our 2-3 bdrm, $250-$450, pet DI(" · 
529-4444. ,:. ~~-;:,..l ,r;;•:;· 
·--··MUST SEEi 2 bdnn trailef:::;;.. 
···--S19Slmo & upllll bus avaa.~:.:,.. 
___ Huny, tew avaa, ~~-.:..-
••DlrtctlyacmtfmuSIUr,i" ·. 
• ll1gll spttd ln!tmtt ~- . 
•Furnlshtd1partment'~· , 
CLAss1mos DAILY EoYPTtAN 
. 1 & 2 BDRM MOBILE HOMES, on DISABLED PERSON, C'OAI.E · 
SIU bus roull!, $235-$350/mo, water r,eeds persons 10 "1lrk In-home to 
& trash lrd, no pel5, 649-4471, toe!p wi1h toeallh can, tasks, day1ime 
2 BDRM, UNFl/RN Inaner, $285/mO, & night shlllJ avail, call 3Sl-0652. · 
pc!sok,noa/c,457-5631. . GIANTCITYLODGE 
__ CAR_BO_N_D_ALE._2_B_D_RM_, loca-led_ln_ I taking appl'ocatlons l0 tire . 
"quiet pal1c, $200 ·s:uslmo. can 529- CERAMIC ENGINEERS (washers) '. 
2432or684-2663. . , • , . ~lnpenonorcalforinl0457-. 
C'DALE, S23SIMO, NEWLY RE· · HOSTESS, SOME LUNCH hours 
-MOOaEO, VERY CLEAN, 1 bdrm needed, PT,applyln~Qua- . . ="ia=~=~• tro'1Plzza.21BWFreeman. , · 
_3674 or 534-4795, . P,T. WEEl<ENOICAU.-IN LIVING . 
· renlapar1mentincart,le.c:om Skllls Tech, poslllon aval In a men:, ._·. • · 
LG 2AND311mm, furn, aa, smal :.::~ao:~':t.-. 
quiet parlt near SIU en bus route, no Fiscal Man.iger, P.O.Box 548, Anna. 
_pe1s._549_-04_9_1 or_457_-0609_. ___ I _1L_62906.. _ eo_e _____ _ 
· · NEW16X60,2lulballl,2bmm,cla. PIANISTTOACCOMPANYChOir,-·.' 
•. wldhook.ip,walk-incloset. .. · Wed6:1S-7:15pmandSunday 
$450tmo, 201:6191. ~. send resum1t 10 First eap. 
NICE 1 &2Bdrm,S180-$275, lawn. ti5t0hlrcll,302Wt.laln,C'clale. 
& trash Incl, mgmt & malnt on 
alts, 549-8000 or 457-5700. 
.~K_ITTeNS PR.P,UPPIES 10 !liVI! 
away?.3Joncs tor 3 days FREE,11'1' 




. •. 2bdrmstarlingat$280 
Recently remodeled, quiet. sale, 
• private taundty, yard main! 
PIANIST/ORGANIST, FOR WEEK• · 
ENDli1urgle5,contadBillalSIAn- ·. 
drew ChJrcll, Mbon>, 687 •2012. . 
PIZZA DELIVERY Df'P;cR, neat 
appearance, PT, l0ITle lunch hours 
needed. apply In~ Quatros 
Pizza, 21 B VI Freeman. 
fifl{~fci¥,~i~1~{fi ~~=:= [t;pq~e; ,ajid ffe'.¥,i(f~ . . . provided, 
lg shaded yd. some pets allowed 
Schilling Property Management 
635EWalnul. 
618-549-0895 
EamS1,000-$2.000INuemester ~:/·' ~••·': /"'':•jr} , fr•:1;, ;:,{ 
wittl•~CarT4lusF"intal3er3 ~-~\1te.ID$ 1or your:;,{1 
PT GENERAL RETAJL help. some 
sales eJl!l desirable, farm back·· 
grour:d pref, caQ 549·2792. . · ~~::. r,·Jiidii'{t{~thrfJrtifi 
..'. ._ THE DAWG HOUSE , 
THE DAILY EGYPTIAN'S ONLINE 
,. HOUSINGGUIDEAT 
'llwww.dailyegyplian.com/dawg 
· ·-::-;- house.html 
SCHOOL BUS DRIVERS pt. :0 
transi1 drivers pt, must be 21 years 
of aQe, dean driving record. able 10 
pass physical drug test. & Climinal 
background test. Bed( Bus, 549• 
'2!J77._ 
!SPRING BREAK '04 wllhlt leader ii' 
$800WEEKLY GUARAtfrcED, S-E-C-RET_SH_OP_P_ERS_N_E...;.EO...;.EO_: '"'. •••
1 ~~ :e.:.~ 
stuffing envelopes, send a self ad- pose as a customer & get paid, kx:al FREE. ~-1252 
· dressed stamped emelope to Scar• stores, flexible hours, ema~ req. cal www.spr1ngbreakdiredl.can. 
ab Mar1<eting 29. E Jackson 10th 1.a:>0-585-9024, ext 6076. 
floot suite 938, Ct,icago, II. 6060-I. 11 SPRING BREAK VACATIONS! 
AM INSURANCE AGENT lueek• g:t~~J= ~a':~r ~~~~~i!!~~- ~ .. "JJ;::.~-c:-..1/Jq/Sel!J '\:,,,} ~._~, 
.~~ ;;;;;, f~E~· 1a;1r;}filti!~l 
cense, Interested applicants please · vey. www.paidonJ',nesurveys.ccm ACT NOW! BOOK 11 people, get 
submit cover letter and resume 10: 12111 ~ tree. i,0Ul>discounls tor 6+ 1---· _., ______ _ 
AM Assistant. 1260 E Main St. www.springbtealuflSQlUnl5.axn or 
C'.da~,!L.~I. JOHN'SAFFORDABLEHANDY• ~202: 
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED, ::a~=J:%~!:s. -S-PRI_N_G_B_R_EAK_2004 _ w/_ST_S_, -
~~~=\~ positions, FUU..Y INSURED, caDS..'"'9-397:1. :~•~!o~s.%':: 
BARTENDER WANTED, NO exP STEVE THE CAR DOCTOR Mobile tiring campus reps, group lliscounls 
ck,· J & KNlghl Club1017N. 14:tl · Mecharic, He makes house calls,-·· 800-643-4849, www.ststravel.cam .•.• 
St M'Boro, 'apply alter 2:30p.m. 457-7984 or mobile~-
BARTENDERS, LOOKING tor ener• TOP SOIL AVAJL get your tcp soi in 
getic, fun_ & outgoing, PT, will train. ~ lor fall planting, driv&-way rock 
excpay. JcmstonCily, 982-9402, also avaif,ca!lt>87-35711, 528-0707. 
20_minlromc'dale. WANT A BARGAIN, she!> at "Open LOCAl..!!!2~~1.~ 
~~=~~ ~~ ~'-:; !:.e~i,.1:e;: FREErneirbe<slip. NoSpam. 
. ~~-~ 1~74:69~-- die~ ~f~yoursett,687~ 
. ,__ Daily Egyptian Classified Advertising Order Form ;zo~"",; 100 Appl'iances . 180Auctlons/Sales. :z70MobileHornes. 345Free 
;25 P:uts & Service 110 Stereo Equip 185 Yard Sales · 280 Mobile Home lot 346 Free Pets 
,30 Motorcycles 115 Musical FOR RENT ; · . 290 Comm Property 350 Lost 
;,;o Bicycles 120 Electronics 200 Rooms .. 300 \Vantto Rent. 360 Found 
•50RecVehlcles 125Computers 210Roommates -· 310HE1PWANTa> ; 370RidesNeeded 
;so Homes 130 cameras 220 Sublease ·, , 315 Bus. 0pport. . 380 Riders Needed 
,70J,10baeHomes 135Books 230Apartments · 1, ·-320Employ.Wanted 430Entertairiment 
•80 Real Estate 140 Sport Goods 240 Townhouses · 330 Serv. Offered 432 Food 
;90.AntiQues 160 Pets & Supply 250 Duplexes 335 Religious Serv; : 435 Announcements 
:9.Sf.1/f!llture 170Miscelaneous 260Houses 340Wanted . ·. ·.440Spring8reak 
445 Travel 
, 450 Personals 
460 •900• Numbers 
480Web Sites 
i · Classified Advertising Rates · ·Directions 
I 1.0~5-.... (3 line minimum) .. = .. $1.40 per line . :· :• Complete aUG steps. . ... 
' 3'Day _ • $1:19perline. '" '::.,.. ·-*:oneletterornumberperspace. . 
£ S)>ays ____ ....... : .. ;:.:'._$1.02 per fine . ;:".Periods ·and commas use one space. 
~, J.O.Days.; ... ; .. ; ...................... $.87 per lin:? ·· • _ :1: Skip one space between words. 
;· 20 Day ~ · $.73 per line * :count any part of a line as a full line. 
,_3·_·: ~ Rlu~td. 
0 ~3Days ·. 
··•<' 0 5 Days·· ,: :,/• · .• 10 Days• 
-.,;,·' -:, . 
Classification # --_Calculating Payment 
MIJl"'1101>1 runber of inn . 
times cost per ine as lnclated 
under rates. For ewrc,le II you 
runalhlelineadforSdays. total 
cost Is SZS.SO (SI.OZXSlinesXS 
~).M11SC;,er~dzy 
for bold words and I SC per lne/ 
. perdzyforcentemg.· ~- , .·. 0 20 o,ays 
~l:·I 111111:III I IJIJl-ll l:II Ill I 
~ Method of Pa~ent · · ·;· : · , , Mail to:· , 
6 Check or m~~ey ?;d~r enclosed f~r $_-:_··___ '>. Daily Egyptian Credit Card# · ... . SIUC ·. .... , ., Exp._ D_ate . ti" ti" . ; ·;· "' ... ~ Mai'tcode 6887 · 
'.:{i;i~Amourit; $ ',, ,:. ;.1:,,:,; · .. ,, • :. -.~;:,_(:/,\, -·· • Carbondale, IL 62901:. Ll.;:::.::.;~::.:.:.:=::...=======-....:...;:..:,;,;:;...:.....:.;..:..:.;,;.;.;::..!.;::.~.:.:,:.,;,:_...;..:,~.:,J .·. . . . . ,,, ::: . . . . . •. 
~ ~ • -..,~ L> 
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Thats what I thought. 
find ·1he link at 
~vw.DailyEgyp~ian.com 
Brought to you by the ., 
-Dfj_~#JA-
The ladies of Delta Zeta would like to 
congrat1 Jate our Spring 2003 Scholars 
· Davila, Danielle 4.0 
Heil, Tiffany· 4.0 
Pitch, Ginger 4.0 
. : Allegretti, Aimee 3.38 
Allegretti, A111311da 3.38 
Alvey, Andrea 3.8 
Bueschel, Christir.e 3.16 
Butts, Karen 3.0 
Colonius, Jodi 3.72 
Diinka. 1ina j:._ 3.5 
, Emel, Sarah J.' t 1 3.13 
Enc, Ayse '("' ", 't<- 3.75 
Fumb, Tara %-l-.Jti. . f3.6 
Greinan, Erica ~ · . tj'.s 
'Ji'""', "':'-"_-__ ·_•·;<:,,"_-~_-·1"...,~'r.1"_ .. ~ G~ur~1~ey .• 1. , •..-r · · ?.s 1 
fF.anna.Silili'·cl i\ ~~. [337} 
. Hard; Shawn,1H{~} ·1~~ "-3:51 
11ec1m
1
ikrs~l /\·:.ft= ''3.29) 
H~kins, hfelarti~ 11} ~j l.s)io~ 
. ~~cki!i~~l ~Jf p.,.J_';J J 2;q 
Inset 'sara"-~~ . ,, ~\ .._12;:.\J /3:41 . • .... . :-..\.~":-I \. 'f'<.'!• / C, ,;.. 
Johnson. Beth,~,l ~--\''i)? _..;3:~ 
lnis
" 'f 1...,: '4f\,.'-.; \,~"' ,.,, ... .,, ,,. 
Jo ~!~1ca~_-,.i"' rt<,.~.'28 
Kh:d~Nicole "2' ~ 3.25 
,MagliAncijqittssy~, _ o\.. 3.5 · 
McDonald;Udie' 1 ( g 3.06 
._ Milner, Leanne""'-- . . 3.66 
. Mines, Kimberly · 3.23 
Modlich, Meara . . 3.64 
Patton, Michelle · 3.0 
.. Risley, Danielle 3.7f. 
· Schmit. Morgan · 3.16. 
Smith, Stephanie 321 
Walsh.Tricia · 3.16 
,Weber, Kasey 3.06 
Wessel, Ginette•, 3.21 · 
. Wubbolding, Annie 3.45 : 
Vinezcano, Tricia · .3.66 
I 
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-CABIN FEVER (R) 5:30 7:45 10.05 COLD CREEK MANOR (R) 4 40 7:20 9.55 
DUPLEX (PG-13) 
4: 15 7.00 9:30 
FIGHTING TEMPTATIONS (PG-13) 
4:25 7:10 9.50 
FREAKY FRIDAY (PG) 
4:30 6:50 9:10 
MAGDALENE SISTERS (R) 
4:00 6:4,J 9:20 
OPEN RANGE (R) 
5:15 8:15 
SECONDHAND LIONS (PG) 








Directed by Mike Seagle 
ADULTCONTENT 
October 3 & 4, 2003 • 7.:30 p.m. • S6JS5 STUDENTS 
Oscar Madison and Felix Unger cortfially invite you to their weekly (Xlker 
game. Please vripe your feet at the door and remembef to use the 
ashtrays and lhe coaslers that have been provided for you. Felix will be 
haPP'J to lake your food order upon arrival. Come and get reaaiuainted 
with your ?kl friend, Oscar, the slob, Felix, hi:; meticulous pal. and the 
rest of their (Xlker playing buddies. Go back with us to the c:!assic 60's 
bachelor pad. where laughter is just what the divorce lawjer ordered. 
BS~~!!££ erzes~ 
Jlj EQJAI.CFPam.NIY BRC1ttR 
DAILY EoYl'TIAN CoM1cs-
NO APPARENT REASON . 
tE cP .C?~- 0 ~ 
~ FOR STUDENTS: HOW TO ~VE ~-ONET,,votume I 
I. :Eltbcr takr a •h~r or 11K dtodtnaL Ya11 doa'I attd bo(I,. 
l. Stay in daria,t tbt "ttktad. ~olag oa1 ~ti moary: Yoa cu ,-·..-cat people,.,;.,. )liar lriado1:9! 
J. lf)oa masl ta~• balb.. \~'by aol me lbe same .,'.,er for yoar ~-a al>Oliks! ' .,-... 
4. Walk lo 11ebool Wion•~ a parlJai: llkktr "bca lhue's all"btre la parlo.'? Jasl doa'I i:ct no onr, ok.~ ·. ~ 




I'M NOT '1\.INN1NG fOP PlleSIOfNTI I AM PUNNING fOP PQeSIOffiTI i 
.,Y_A_A_•_A_ .. _A_Y_r ______ _._v_A_•_• .. u_•_·_Av_, _______ _._ ___ THA_T_'s_MM!_._G_IIII./ ___ ... ; 
• i 
I:"'>.\-' 
''W;_,r·"'····•n.' , .. ··0 __ 11J-;~,-~.-:,d•: ·-·· • DailvHoroscop_e -~_/:~ 
~ 1 ~ oo.. . oacxi • I ncl'l'lc\5 · ,;mqn~ By Linda C. Black . · . · . , '. ; . 
tf ."'1 ~S; fbe' ya!0t!:!:~de~r!~~:Jg (~i:!·o~~ri~:t tt~~~~~;'.0;l~:=~tt; : ·
Pi tj .... Th~ p,· s and have,better-than•average Intelligence, so'thifwili 
be lun •. 
::l(>o. drunk. , . To get lhe advantage, check the day's rating:·to i~ -~ 1v1' f the eHiest day, O the most challenging. ·· r---,E:CJ ,. Azies(March2l•April t9)•Todayisan7•Work gets in> 
Gf/1 over the way of travel and other things you'd ralhe'r'be· .. :: 
~ ~I doins. Don't complain. Cel friends with technical :,: .✓ 
i;r; I' .S j ... : expertise to help:-' . · . ·; 
ifo r, · · ·:·. ,. · Taurus (Aprll :Z0•May :ZO) • Today Is a 5 • It seems 
-~ 
Unscramble l!,e,,e tour .unl)les, 
one loner to ea.:h square, 
ta lorm lour ortlinaty words. 
I UPYPP I 
t 
:· · ;· -; like the more you make, the more you spend. Try giv• 
;/:_:::. Ing priority ::. your savings account first. 
·: ·> Cimini (May ll•June :Zl) • Today Is a 9 •Somebody• 
:~•.::you care deeply about feels the same WJY back; You sus• 
:~, ••• petted as much, but don't take th_is love for gr'an1ed. 
// · It's precious. · · · · • _ , .: 
·,. · Canur (lune :z:z.J,;ly n) • Tndt:, b • 5 • You're still i\· ·: in that awkward l~arning phase where some of ih'~ 
;:.:. ·:· things you try .Jon't work. [ln y(l•Jr t,•~I tn minim be.~: ·. • 
·: ··-; • cosls, though some of them ue unavoidable.;,:.::~'.,.'..-
; ./:. · . Leo (July 23~Aus. 22) • Today Is a 9 - Your 1. taiien• , 
, /,: .: ship. may be somewhat puzzling, but that's nofalwars> 
;"·.~·J bad. II gives you mo1iva1ion lo leam, and that adds_lo ( 
·-~-..:,;:~r....,~:<\)thelun.,;,_ ,• : .... ·:._,·• ··~ ::-·':.;'/ 
:· •. :c..; · Vlr10 (Aus. 23:S•Ft. 22) - Today 11 a 5 ·• You're not· : 
'...r,~ C, only working your regular jab, but also doing a renov.i'. · 
THAT si;RAMBLED'NORD OAME . lion jusl for the lu.n ol l:.11 ycu ue11't. then get started.·· 
t,p;4onrt Amoldond IIIMArgtrlcn ' Libra (Se;,t. 23•0c·L 22) • Today Is a 19 ~ Y.ou're: • ·· 
looking goad and learning fast, and there's not much. 
belier than lhaL Don't overlook a pror.,ise you··m1de; 
· however. Beller scan your lists. . . • . 
i Scorplo:(o~L 23•N_ov. ~1) -Today Is as - ~~'?ney,_-• · 
may be slipping through your fingers much las_ter than 
inliclpated. B!Jy something substantial for your h'ome. 
It'll be a good investment. · · · • 
.- S.slttarlus (Nav. ll•Dec. :ZI) ~ Today 11 a11 ,;vou·.;-· 
·'.don't usually set out lo be controversial, but some;· · · 
• limes things.turn out that way. Be gentle with same• .. , 
one who hu a lotto lea1n. . · '"· ·• u .J .· • 
. caprlcorn (D1c:·22-1ari. 19) • Today Is a 6 :Muses· 
are whispering in your ear, telling you to count your : 
nUNCLAY_ 1 · money. If you need more cash, simply.ask for II, - • WHAT TI-Ii: POL.F-.. ~:atthougti work will be required. . ... .J I · I TIC.IAN OFFERED . . _Aq::arlu1 (Ian. 20'.Flb. 11) • Today I• au· 9 •:You· - • · TI1E: FOO~ ~IT look marvelous( And you're lucky now. There's als.o:a 
--~-- · · PE:00~ brilliantldearightonthetipolyourmind,You'i:an .• ·; 
I 
MOAB. EA .. ' r' . . m•ke it happen i!"you'visualize ii in detail.: '.": .. ~·•;; .. ; 
• ~ ~ ~a:~lhedtdodlotterslo. Pl1c11(Flb.19;March20)~Todaylsa5-Toavoid i 
· : ( . j ; · ) I ::;;:_~: =~ ,lrustration, get') ':;',r· parlner to do all the talking. You f . 
can .sit there, quietlr raging. providin11 lhe motivation~. ; · 
' 
.. An.:werhere:. A .".( l I IT {.J I·) · · · · .:. ·, · · · · ·· · ·~--
- - - - - - - - - (c\2003, TR)BUNE MEDIA.SERVICES INC>'. : i 
:· . .(\ .... '··' ·.• · •· . :· • ... •~tomonow) · Distributo,d b'I' Knighl_Ridde.r/Tribune ..•..•. : • 
Yesbnlay'.. •. l ·J.rnb!<ls::coACH MOUNC>,1 YARIED · ·;,eo_PLE·. •.· ... ·· ..•. · • • : _I Answer: Important to do wt..n y;u many twice - ' . ca •· , _ 
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. YoH~~S:H~ircCJfe pro.duc'ii' :· ::/:;:. 
.. Human Braiding Halr---sJ799 to J?.J~t 
. .. Draw String Ponytails · JJ92. 
~umbo_Jral_~l!]g Halr I' 
Silky, Yald, Wet & W~, Deep W~ 
T'\TI' Tone Colors, Iunclwon, Toyokalon, 
· : . , '':andCrolliay. . .... _ 
· Products ll¥eMotion·&Vitale 
: :Pl~ alf oj yo~i ~ther)~a_~ty 11~e .. •. . . :-,~· J,.d_: 
106Ejackson St •351-1154 •AcrossfromABCLiJ/,i~ : 
•AVAILABLE EVERY-THURSDAY• 
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•cHECK ouT _s1.oN CAMPUS.THIS THURSDAY! 
AND VISIT sr.COM·FOR THE LATEST SPORTS'NEWS 
·· · · · ~ · ,. · ~::-·oAiLv··tavPT,ANC- · 
TUESDAY WEDNESDAY 
$~50 . $1· l \ !'7L 
·l.roucmLm ·. ~
M8igi(! ~ p~a~ 
$1.75 CORONA, HEINEKEN, AMSTEL LIGHT 
$2 STOU FlAVORS & SAILOR JERRY'S • $1.50 RAILS 
---FRIDAY . . 
~@llf~~l!'ty! · 
$1.75 ALL MICHaos BOTTLES • $1.50 COPPER DRAFTS 
SATURDAY--------
DAILY EavmAN SPORTS 
SIU oraen'fgOlf ,wi~~ Bl~~ 
DeinOrls ·111vitiltiOtaill : ___·_ 
Saluki m'en's golf 
· -wins DePaul Invite 
· by IS·strokes 
Ethan Erickson 
. Daily Egyptian 
~-- ... ,, 
was a model :of consistency in hi~ . SIU def~at second-place Tcnn~sec 
first 36 holes, not recording ·any Chattanooga by 18 strokes, :m 
bogeys in not~hing his first indi- unexpected dominance. . ;. t;' · 
vidualwin as a:Saluki.:, · , ';' "Vve were wanting· to ,win. by 
· •1 kept the ball in play, didn't one or more shots," Newton~s:iid 
make· :iriy · mistakes and . I played as. he, chuckled. "They had, some 
prcttywell,"Normansaid,•· .· good talent up there; the kids'just 
In addition to·· battling the played well." . . . . .· ~ , ~-
course, the · Salukis also fought. . The Salukis also ~alloped con-
Two newcomers took the top chilly weather "and strong winds; . fercncc fots Evansville and. Bradley, 
two spots at the Blue Demon · The cold ,veather ,even delayed the which finished 12th and · l_Sth, 
Invitational Tuesday to lead the start and kept some. teams fromi , respectively. , ., .·· .. 
SIU men's golf team to a dominat- · finishing their scheduled 36 holes· · · The win ,was Sit.J's' secoiid. in 
ing win in which it nc,-cr trailed. Monday. · . ••. three fall. toumam"cnts. ~ci -"only 
Junior college. transfer Brian "We've all pla)-cd in these condi- event the Saluy.is didn't wi.n·ciinc 
Norman shot six-under-par for tions," Norman said of the cold and when Norman didn't compete.·, · 
the tournament and led his team wind. •1~ wasn't a shock to any of · "We're just proving to every-
to an IS-stroke win, and freshman us. I know we've all played in these· body that we. can play, and. I think 
Kyle Hosick finished second, seven conditions. Going in, WC knew it they're starting to get the message; 
strokes.behind his teammate. · was gonna be cold and windy, but Norman said. "\Ve all kno,v.thatwc: 
"\Vc'vc taken a big step fonvard .. WC just expected it :ind did a good. can win, and ,ve're just proving to 
in gaining the respect of everybody job in dealing ·with it." · : everybody that we can." ·, ~''.'' · '·' 
around the league," head coach All fi,-c Salukis' were able to· SIU will next head to Okl:iho'iiia 
Leroy Newton said. "It ,vas a good adjust and . mal<e m:ijor contribu- · for the Shangri-La Sliootoiit 
job. It was a great tourn:imcnt for tions in the win. Senior Grant' J\loriday and Tuesday bcfon: ,~r:ip-
us." Goltz tied for' ninth, :ind frcshm:m · ping up the fall season at S,ouihwest 
Norman, who missed SIU's last Braxton \Vcaver tied for 16th. Missouri State in mid-Octobci.~-~•: 
tournament ,vith ar. illness, opened Dustin Stewart ended up in a tie .. . . .:,·,;.~.:,: -;i 
the tournament firing back-to-back . for 36th position but shot a final- &[mrr Elhan Eru~n•;,., ... ,· 
69s on the par-72 Prairie L:inding · round 74 that would count to,vard «1nhrtac/xJat""'·'·'.'."': 
Golf Club in St. Charles. Norman his team's fin.al. score and helped ecrickson@~yeg>J>~r,;-~~ '"' 
WALKING tl}ing to catch up. I really had to Miller pla}-cd the samCro1e··1his C.ttch up ta her and what she was weekend, seeing plenty~ of':iction 
CONTINUED FROM rAGE 20 doing." . when the Salukis needed some solid 
Now that Katricka has caught c!efensh·e play against Br.idle{and 
pressure ofha\ing to perform up to up, she m.ust try to star ahead. Northern Iowa. ·l n .. :.-;., 
Miller's level. ' Locke insists there is an ongoing · "\Vc're trying to . put, th~;.b~st 
•1 had some pretty big _______ competition at the posi~' defensive ball control on·th'e ·court, 
shoes to fill," Katricka tion, as there is for c,-crj and I think we can get· tha't~ ~vith 
said. "[Erica] has already ',she plays with other position on the , both of them out therc;· 1·1:.bcke 
put in over two }-cars a lot of reckless , court.. · · said. •J' :,, : •· ,;, • 
here, and I ,vas just abaruio nd · But ·10 l\liller and "Erica is more knowledge:ibl~ of 
tl}ing to do the best I n, a K:itricka, it is a friendly our system in various po,itions)v~r-
could." somerimes that's competition .. There is SUS Kelly right now, so' :liat's ·,~hy 
K:itricka has utilized OK as long as absolutely zero con-• we choose ~o ~se Kelly ;1n}1i!11le 
l\liller's_ knowledge of tempt between the two,: back and Enc:i m left back." " 
the system and has been it stays corralled. and their relationship. Miller lias accepted hcr'curii:nt 
watching her cYcry move within the remains the s:imc as it 'role, and both she aniF!Gttfcka 
since the day she joined was before. think that no matter who is i'ri' there, 
the team. system.,' And just because either can get the job do11!::_ __ . ~ 
"Even before I was Miller isn't starting "\Ve :ire both very competitive,• 
starting at the libero, - Sonya Locke doesn't mean she hasn't Miller said. • And I think that who-
. I would al,vays look at SIU head volleyball coach seen ::ny action. e\-cr plays, we still havc_ih~_s:ime 
wlut [Erica] ,vas doing, In the Salukis' 3~2 vie• shot of,vinning." 
,vatching her, watching hr. feet tory over Southeast Missouri State, .,---., 
move," Katricka said. , l\liller entered the game each time it &portrr Adam S«bbing ; 
"fa-en doing ladders she always got close down the stretch or when . ran be rtad!,a at.:·..._.:' 
has her feet going, and I'm always the SIU defense seemed to lag. asocbbing@dail)'Cg}J>ti:in.com 
VANDERBILT Brownell; he ~s:iid: supporting 22 '. SEC," Sperber said. •1 do7i'r ~- a 
CONTlh'UED FRO~I rAGE 20 intercollegiate teams on a S10.7 mil- : school like Vanderbilt droppfng·uut lion budget· in the Mid-American of that conference or even attemr,ting 
"I Conference is a challenge, but he has : . ·.to· organize a conference o(simil:ir 
understand th•!)'re a priv.itc never c.onsidcrcd his athletic depan-•:•.·schools · such as· Tubue,"Ricc' or 
school that hasn't haJ much success, mcnt a "semi-autonomous fiefdom"· · · Southern Methodist." · · ·' ' · · 
and they're kind of fighting an u?hill for sporn. · . ·: Mike Cleary, executive ~ dircc:'-
banle," he said, "but;udging from my "Our athletes ;uc already inte- tor of the National Association of 
experience at Northwestern, private grated into the univcrsity," Brownell · ·. Collegiate Directors of' Athletics, 
schools 1;1SU3lly lu\'e things more in said. "The reasons Gordon Gee did. : : s:iid Gee's decision is not 'something 
perspective, and their academics and it at Vanderbilt already exist here, but.· he expects to be invoked iit ,other 
athletics ;uc more closely krut." ,ve don't plan to follow suit." . ,·~, schools, despite Gee's standing ~n his 
Along with being subjected to Another problem tlut could arise profession. · . · ; · , · · 
scrutiny for proposing a solution from Gee's plans is .the possible cro- ,, · "Tius is a· very radical '.dJncq,t, 
to the image problems tlut plague sionofTitlelXcomplia.nce,asinter- · and I doubt it-will be'suc.:cssful," 
nuny uni\'crsitics, Gee has also been collegiate women athletes would be · · Cleary s:iicl "I really don't sec other 
criticized for the financial fallout that • · consolidated with intramural women ;< schools following suit But' Drf Gee 
could result from his decision. . . ·' and those taking part in physical edu-"' · is certainly a leader. in hi(field,' :md 
With fiscl mismanagement and<citioncl:isscs: · : ;· • · · :.-> I hope he will remain at·Vanderbilt 
coll~ sports spending alre_ady under .' i · But the. m~n purpose ~f Ge:'J. ! l~ng enougJi t~ ~11:ltc _th~ E~~ of 
the mic:oscope, Sperber said absorb- pl:in, he said, IS to foster mtcgnty his rcorgamzatton. , • · . · • ' • 
ing athletic departments could prove and discourage cover-ups, along with•. : · For now, 'thc.J.:qucstion ,. is 
costly. for schools. already having tyinggradll:ltio,iratcstoscholarships; ::,not whethc~. Gee·. will •re111:iin'.at 
difficulties funding their educational linking television and conference rev~·' . Vanderbilt but how he will· l1old up 
pursuits. . cnu~ to graduation rates and rcquir~: .. under the intense media s;:rutiny · his 
"Ccntr.tl control could be a won- ing every 2thlete to complete::i cc.re well-publicized decision !us gcner-
derful tool in the h:u,ds of schools ·curriculum.· · · . . · · ated. · · ' · , 
that wanted to cheat," Sperber said; ·. A model similar to Gee's alr~dy. •It seems like someone ·over there 
"If yo11 bundle. the :ithlctic depart· cxisrs at the Division III level--: sru- wanted to _make a bold mm-c, and 
Il!ent's losses witli physical education _dents and games get top priority over ... that's ~lut thc:ydid," Kowakzyksaid. 
and ir.tramurals; you11 never be able tclC\ision con:racts - but .Sperber,: ~And now they 113,,: to deal.with all 
to figure out how the athletic depart- · questions how ,such a strat~ could: .. the pressure that comes ,vith it." ,, 
ment spent its money. There arc _all work at ~·major confercn_c;e school. ~ - . , ' ;,: : , · ,1 :;<;,•;: :, 
lo'Fids of creative accounting things . . "It's :1 good idc:i for a Division III &portrr Andy Hor-onzy: ':IL, 
schools ,ould do." · . . . . . · . school, but _I'm r,:ally not sure hew a . «1n bt rtaclxd at . 
. For .. Ball .State. President B!3inc m_odel like. that would hold up in the " · ahorol!Z}@dail}'Cg}J>tian,rom_; • 
~ ~ " ~.,:::;!.it ... ~ 
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.. COMMENTARY 
· Mr· Bad Karma pr~dicts 
Cubs t~.win_~·ring. 
· This has hem a long season for Cubs funs. ----::=-~------~ 
· • •. Weha\'C seen Kerry Wood. out-dud Roger 
Clem~ns then knock Hee Seop Choi out cold, 
Corey l'attcrson tear his knee apart, Sammy 
Sosa use a corked bat and Mark Prior get 
flipped in the air :md immediardy grab his 
shoulder. . • · · 
.. But in the midst of all the se:trCS and stupe-
fying acts, we h:n-c seen a team t~t actually has 
a ch~ce to do something special. · 
. Despite red, blue and white seen. around 
SIU, I_ am not expecting a World Series victory · 
bccitise one man has done another stupefying 
a~ Fo~cr DAILY EG¥mAN reporter Brad . 
. B_rooo.scnu, a man with a history of bad luck, 
has predicted it. 
·• .. ~Yes, the Cubs will beat the Bra·.-cs and will 
beat the Giants for the pennant," Brondscma 
predicted. "I really think this is their year, C\'CO 
though earlier I said it wasn't. But there is really 
no dominant team in baseball, and nobody can 
_ hold a candle to the Cubs' staff." · 
Brorniscma had enough blind foresight to 
predict the Cubs m-cr the Red Sox in a dramatic 
SC\-cn-game series. . . 
· "The Red Sox arc going to choke in mi=-
ablc fashion, worse than '86; Brondscma said. 
"Bill Buckner [the '86 choke artist] will be 
forgotten because some other guy will take his 
p],acc." .. 
. Brondscma, one may argue, sounds like any 
r.uiidCubs' fun - boistcr0us and belligerent. 
But his bad luck is unmatched. If there were 
only a picture of him to go along with this 
column, you would understand. 
La.<t s~n, Brondsema tip-toed with the 
SIU men's basketball team's fate • 
. : The S.a!ukis were up 65-64 on the Drake 
Rul!Jogs, long thought of as the doormats of the 
l\lissouriV:illey, when Kent Williams went !O 
the line with a chance to almost seal the victory. 




BY ZACK CREGLOW 
:cn,glow0Jail)-qo-:,tian.com 
the line and bricked both &cc throws. Luckily, 
the Salukis still escaped and made it to the 
NCAAs • 
Before Williams attempted his free throws, 
Brondscma c:xclaimcd "He's clutclL We got this 
game in the bag," much to the chagrin i;f the 
more-superstitious DAILY EGYMlAN sports 
desk. . . 
"People told me if I talked about what would 
happen against Creighton, they would gag 
me," Brondsema said of the treatment he was 
subjected to because of his bad luck. 
Somehow it only pcrtuns to sports. The 
guy is somchmv getting married to an attractiv: 
female, and for the most part, people like him 
- except in sports bars. 
Brondscma is~ as diehard cari get, so 
dichard he is meeting up with another D.\ILY. 
EGYrnJ\. 'l reporter to dm-c to Atlanta to sec 
the game tonight. 
He says Cubs funs shouldn't despair .. 
Brondscma contends he has a solid W\11-loss 
record ,men going to sec the Cubs on the road. 
lsut this is Brad Brondscma. There still is a • ' 
chance, espcci:illy since he has chimed off on his 
predictions. · , 
His bad luck seems to stem from his lr.lSh 
talking or rash cdebrations. 
"I wasn't a prccmic [baby], but my bad 
luck started about four ycaIS ago," Brondscma 
rccallcd. "It had to do with my fiiends who arc 
"GOEST COMMENTARY·. 
G,9llege, the best 4 
tji- 5 years of my life 
\Vdl, here it is, my senior year, for real this 
time. For those of you who 'don't already know, 
I was a redshirt freshman on the \'Dlleyball 
team.Tr.is meant that I had to be at every 
prac~ice :.:.1d teun function. I just couldn't play 
in any of the b"Jl1les. Some of you might think, 
"Why "'Ould )'DU do that and skip O'.lt on the 
fun part of playing a sport?9 · 
\Vdl, this was the option that Coach Sonya 
• · Locke gave me when I was a senior in high 
school I knC\v that I wanted to come here after 
I made a visit to the College ofEnginccring 
the summer bcforc. I lcvcd ·the campus arid, 
e\'cryone at the College of Engineering was 
more .than helpful; the fact that they arc :ilways 
looking for a few more girls in the program 
may h:n-c had something to do with it. 
I knew fiom that moment that this is where 
· I =ted to be, and that has nC\-cr changed. 
All of the other schools that were recruiting 
me either didn't ha,-c an engineering program 
or strongly S'Jggcsted that I choose a different 
major. 
I was very fortunate that Sonya was going 
to gr.-c me the opportunity to play \'Dlleyball 
and study engineering, something that I had 
dreamed of C\'Cr since grade school. I am sure 
that there ha,-c been times whrn she too wishes 
that I would have .chosen a diffacnt major, but 
I ha~ hem able to successfully balance the two 
for the past four years and don't think it will be: 
any d'.ffcrcnt this year. · . 
But something dsc is different t~· ycar 
. -,ve pretty much have an entirdy new team. 
The topic most of our season thus far has been, 
"How do you feel being the only senior on the 
mm?".and "How do )'DU think the team will 
furc with so many new people?" 
_ Let me tell you, ifl knew this subject was 
going to be beat to death the way it has been, I 
would have typed up a template the fi.'lt day of 
rractice 'and handed them out as the reporters 
stirted to come in. .'.'. · · . · 
So what I want t.'> d'.> is change !he ~pie ?f 
. strictly White Sox funs and me." ' dominant~ the show. ~~--one can argue that. 
To explain in gravity the bad luck that trails But what gets this lanky, goofy-faced Cub 
him, Brondscma told a story when the Cubs fun's juices flowing is a threat tmv:ud one of his 
were dominating their cross-town rival, the bclm-cd. · · · 
White Sox. "What really pisses me off is these sissy 
·"I c:illcd mybuddywho is a White Sox fun Cardinals kccpy.ipping," Brondscmasaid. 
to tell them how much wc were kicking their ass "[Cardinals' rclic..-cr] Sti:vc Kline just said he 
only to have it come back and bite me in mine." hopes a line dm-c comes back and hits i\lark 
• Brondsema is not alone in his prediction of a Prior in the forehead. But in a way. that could 
World Series victory. The man he is siding with be a compliment. 
dcscrvcs something to go his way, too. · , "But my rebuttal is that SIC\-c Kline is a 
"Ron Santo said this is ti-:· -ar we win the pig{lm-crJ. __ Loo!(. at t!1c. Sil}·. It·!· ooks like he 
ring," Brondscma slid. . \. ,--:. hasn't showered. Nobody _looking like that gets 
"He mayrcallyh:r1eagut'fcclingorhas laid [by humans)." .· , .. - ._ ... ,., . , 
some kind of coMcction with God "'C don"t' .·: · ·' He also quivers whcii threats arc mad: · 
knmv :ibout." · tmv:ud him, but he assures Cubs funs that may 
Brondscma thinks the Cubs' pitching is· • · be angered by his statements he will take it upon 
enough to m-crcome his bad karma, ifit is rc:lL .himself to be punished. 
"Good pitching always beats good hitting; "I would sacrifice a pct for the World Series. 
Brondscma remarked. "I think the Cubs h:n-c Actually, I don't really hn-c a pct; Brondscma 
enough pitching." laughed. "And I wouldn't give up Iraq. But I'd 




senior, outside hitttt, SIU ,-ollcyball 
be, but we arc going to make mistakes, and so 
is the other team - wc arc human. 
.We just need to learn to minimize ours 
and capitahzc on th:its. We got a tlSte of 
what it fccls like to play to win Oct 23 against 
5EMO. We were down in game f1'-c but out-
scored them 6-1 to win the much. This was 
something that up until that night had been 
missing- the ability to finish. We ha,-c been 
up on teams in the past but nC\'Cr finished the 
game. I am hoping that this will stay with us 
and the taste of victory will stay fresh. · · 
discussion and start answering questions like, So ,mat am I hoping to get out of my last 
"How did it feel to knock off the No. 2 team.in · season? Not to take our goal of 10 conference 
the conference?" or "How much of a role did wins and another appearance at the conference 
-~~ P;'Y in making this team the success t!i.:t · · tournament lightly; but on the bigger page I 
1t is? . · / · hope th:itl can· somehow make an impact on 
· I guess by now you figured out that in·_·.· this team that will hdp th?ll in the future. I · 
onlcr to change the _monotony of the \'011.c)-ball hope that I can use my leadership position to 
artides, \\'C ha,-c to start putting up SOffi\' num- help bring this new cl;.ss up to the IC\·dthcy 
'bcrs in the \\in column. It is obviously nc1\ as need to be to compete in our confcrcncc and 
easy as it sounds or we would ha,-c been .:Ji:;ng . to_rcach their goals, hO\\~'Cf high they may be 
this the _last fouryc:us thz.t I've hem here. So, .. set. · , · . : ..... ,; · .. · . •· 
what docs this team need :o do in order to be All in ,II. I would have to say tlut this 
successful? To be honest with you, ri&lj~ now J · . has been one of the best times of my life. I 
.io not know. · · . , ,; . ha,-c m:idc some great fiicnds and h:n-c many· . 
There seems to be diffircnt thingt missing \\'Ondciful memories to look back on. Pla}ing 
' each night. One night it is our offense, the ru:tt : a sport while studying engineering might not · 
our defense, then our serving or b-.ill control_~ . have hem the easiest road tri take, hut ifl had 
· communication. I am sure that our ci,aching. 'to go back and do it ag-ain 1 wouldn't change a ·. 
.•taff could pick apart the entire g-mie if need ~: ' · · · 
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·walk-on junior college transfer_:. 
Kelly Katricka" earns the.star~rig',}-
. libero spot - for no_w ; ·,·,,:•:···: 
story by ADAM SOEBDING 
I t was almost too numernus to C. 0 .. unt, yet , corralled within the system: ·. ~'.//,',::· somehow junior libero Erica Miller still Karricka is a native of Belleville, the.same'. managed to keep track. . . ... " . . · : . Southern Illinois town in which she pl;t)'Fd: 
"I threw up 11 times," Miller said: ' · \'Olleyball while attending community,;!=C>l-
That's how horrible she felt nearly two lege. : · · . '"· , .. , .. ~. 
weeks ago while in Des Moines, Iowa, before Giver. SIU's close proximity and .strong, 
t:1e Salukis faced Drake in the first\vei:kend academics for her chosen field; ad11Uru.Hra~, 
of Missouri Valley Conference play. tion .lf justice, Katricka's decision to attend· 
The Dawgs had just arrived from a gru- SIU was a no-braincr. ,. · ·· 
cling road trip from Creighton_, and the: "I'm from Belleville, ·so• this is a g_ood 
thought of playing a volleyball match made distance, an hour and a half," Karric}I sj~ru 
Miller's uneasy stomach even more: nauseous. "l\fom just can't pop down any time:, ind ·I 
"I was a no-go," she: said in ?'l undentatc- can go home on weekends, and I can bring 
· ment. ' · · my laundry home:." ~;,;!!;; J', 
fo in stepped junior Kelly Karricka. Karricka's decision to walk on to the team 
A fint-year walk-on transfer from was relati,'Cly easy as well. ,·,,,'."'• 1 ., .. 
Southwc:stern Illinois Community College, She wanted to meet new friends and ,stay 
. Karricka pla)'Cd exceptionally well in hcrfint busy doing something other than school and 
action as a Saluki. work, not· to mention play the game:s~e 
Karricka accumulated 16 digs.in the losing loves. · · . . c-, c;-:e·· 
effort, providing the lcne bright spot for SIU SIU assistant coach Matt Affoldcr:ihad 
in an otherwise disappointing 3-0 defeat. been in contact with Karricka, and· the: two 
As a result, Katricka has }'Ct to lc:t go of the traded numerous phone calls. Karrick:i made 
starting position. . a visit to SIU last year, confirming her dcci.-
Her impressive play has her rankeddghth sion .to continue her volleyball :career, in 
in the conference in digs per game during Carbondale. . , -•~,;~ :1;•:r; 
MVC play (3.29) and has earned the respect While Katricka bclicvcd hcri dunces 
of head coach Sonp Locke and opponents of.making the: team were good, shc;ncvcr 
alike. . . . thought she would get the chance to stari 
"She: brings some energy to the court, and "'Inat wasn't cvcn rea!Jy on my. •mind," 
she's vocal when she's out there, which .is Karricka admincd. , ,. ,.1,,»1 ,,;,, 
Walk-011 junior college transfer Kelly Katricka (left) digs a ball during warmups of 
Saturday's game against Northern Iowa while freshman outside hitter Jene' Pulliam 
looks on. A junior from Southwestern Illinois Community College, Katricka has 
earned herself a starting position at libero for the Salukis. 
something that I think is necessary," Locke But when the chance arose against I>rakc, 
said. she filled in admirably, despite h_aving the 
"She plays with a lot of reckless abandon, 
and sometimes that's OK as long·as it stays ,• See WALKING, page 18 
Vanderbilt athletic departm~nt restructuring raises questk~#§ 
Critics schoo le;: est Nash\ille, T c:nn., private: school the football jc:ncy is little more than a tors M'C since vocally opposed Gec:'s out of Division I altogether. . . 
' ~ has bec:n thrust into the · limelight 'franchise' for sports fans," Gee: mote decision. In addition to drawing the ire of 
surprised by SEC afier its, chancellor early last month in the Washington Post. Indiana University . professor critics, Gec:'s decision has also piqued 
announced a l'C\'Olutionary plan Gee: has bec:n adamant about Murray Sperber, author of "Beer the curiosity of SIU Athletic Director 




Tucked away on a quiet 330-acre 
campus less than fu'I: miles from the 
counoy music capital of the: world, 
Vanderbilt Unh'Cnity has always 
stood in · the shadow of its more 
prominent Sc-.itheastern Conference 
brethren. 
But in recent V.'l:eks, the mod-
dc:partmcnt and seize control of all throat SEC, but the primary concc:m Sports is Crippling Undergraduate the mm'C "interesting and peculiar.-
Vanderbilt sports - vanity and of the: former Ohio State Unh'l:nity Education," is one of the most O'tt- · -"Honestly, I'm not sure wha(to 
intramural. president is avoiding the NCM spoken critics.· .. . make ofit at this point," Kowa!Cl)-k 
The mm'!: by Chancellor Gordon infractions that have· plagued his "I hate to be a party pooper here, ' said. • And from a managerial stand-
Gec: is without precedent for a former school While Ohio State bJt I'm more skeptical," Sperber point,I'mrcallynotsurchowwcllit's 
Division I school, as is his decision to has been swamped with negative .aid. . . · going to work.• • 
abandon his school's position of ath- press following the Maurice Clarctt . Sperber ,;:ud he doesn't anticipate As a . former ·associate . ath-' 
letic director, but he thinks it could scandal, V andcrbilt has rarc:ly been a any other SEC schools following letic director for. external affain at 
)icld a return to the S<Ka!Jed idc:al of target of college sports critics -;-until : . Vanderbilt's lead; nor docs he: expect Northwestern Unh'l:nity, KowalCZ)-k 
unn'l:nitysports. now. · , · other mJjot confi.....,..na; sr.h~ls. to:,_ said he questions why a private uni-
"l\Iany athletic departments exist In the days follo,ling Gi:c's - jump on J}ec:'s bandwagon. But if \'Crsity like V andcrbiltwould 'inakc 
as separate, almost semi-autonomous announcement, reaction in !he 'form · some univcnitics wc:rc: to do so, l:e such a brash move. •.•. 
fiefdoms within · univcnitics, and of telephone calls to his ofiice was said, the: odds of them reaping any 
there is the: feeling th_at. te name on initially positive, but sever.ii dctr.1e- benefits arc slim unless they dropped See VANDERBILT, page 18 
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